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Collective Bargaining to Productive Sharing Agreements introduced today becomes old tomorrow. Also the competition 
has become complex.Trade Unions are the product of Industrialisation. Indian 

! Japan & Korea are still posing problems to other Constitution promotes the formation of union for specific goals. 
countries.After globalization, free economy is accepted in India. One can not 

! European Economic Union is playing dynamic role.avoid competition which is necessary part of globalization. It is 
always wise to join the competition and adopt new policies. In India ! East European countries are coming faster in competition.
trade unionism have spoiled total work culture of the organisations. ! WTO regime will facilitate open and accelerated cross border 
The people are not use to work as per the requirement of the trade and services.
business. The trade unions were more interested in benefits and ! China is a great worry to other countries.
wage increase, instead of productivity improvements. 

! Developing countries are still dependent upon developed 
Now the trade unions should change this mentality and come countries (USA…!) 
forward to inculcate the new culture of productivity. The workmen ! Productivity of common employee in India is very low as 
should be made clear that if they would work they would gain compared to other industrialised countries. (8% as compared in 
something. USA)  
Trade unions still are the integral part of industrialisation. The In this situation, challenges need to be visualised and human 
constitution has also adopted the positive role of trade unions. The resource management has to pay a great role to face these 
trade union should work as business partners in the free economy challenges. Trade unions are also recognising the changing 
for the betterment of working class as well as the country. However scenario. But mostly are influenced by political agenda. They are 
the organisations and every stakeholder should also play the not reacting rapidly to the challenges. 
important role to give the right direction to the workmen and trade 

These trade unions should be held responsible for creating the unions. The trade unions' role also should be made clear and 
sociological imbalances and tensions by cost push inflation. The directive to the betterment of the industry.
consumers are sufferers badly. The result of which employers, 

However it is generally observed that the employer does not feel employees & other stakeholders appear to be dissatisfied with 
comfortable with the trade unions through collective bargaining present system of Collective Bargaining Agreements. Therefore it 
serve the charter of demands. The charter continue to be highly is time to devise new innovative system where all the parties will be 
demanding, unrealistic and only one sided. Union thinks that  wage in Win-Win situation. This new system should be based on two 
rise is their right irrespective of the industry condition.  basic principles.
Employment is discouraged now a days due to this reason only. The 

! The system should be non-inflationary &employers are resistant to recruit the workmen. Instead they prefer 
! It should be self-financing: The system should generate the the contract labour system. The negative role of trade unions and 

money and should not be dependent upon the business.attitude of the organised workmen have affected employment 
generation in India. Considering the European aspects of business, it is suggested that 

we may re-define the role of Collective Bargaining Agreements and However the condition has totally changed after globalization. The 
think about another creative and innovative method and approach trade unions and workmen should try to retain their jobs. For that 
where all the stakeholders would be benefited and also the will they should think about new system of settlement. It may not be 
protect the interest of the workmen. The system may be called as unfair to deny the sharing of ever increasing profitability amongst 
Productivity & Profit Sharing Agreements. the employees. But firstly trade union should think how to improve 

the productivity of workmen. However there is a strong school of Traditional Collective Bargaining Agreements: 
thought which argues that there are four factors of production Collective Bargaining Agreements negotiated between 
namely, Land, Labour, Capital & Organisation. Therefore labour is management and workmen, contains several aspects like wage & 
one factor of production. Accordingly the profit sharing needs to be allowances increase, Fringe benefits, retirement benefits, leaves 
re-examined and reassessed. In India there is a traditional approach and holidays, discipline, dispute settlements, union and 
of distributing bonuses to workmen. Worst aspect is that every management rights, medical or any other schemes, loans, salary 
workman receives bonus, irrespective of his contribution to  advances etc etc. The unions and workmen always expect more 
productivity or profit.  from employer. Even they think that the whole responsibility to 

maintain the workmen and his family lies on management.Challenges before India:

Compensation & ProductivityThe whole world is facing tough and cut-throat competition. The 
Productivity and compensation is linked in developed countries main challenges before Indian businesses are:
while we in India by and large are continuing with monthly ! The world is changing fast. The new method 

Vinod Bidwaik is Head- HR at Sakal Newspapers Pvt. Ltd, Pune.

Productivity & Profit Sharing Agreements: 
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wage/salary system. The world is struggling to develop the new 2) Participation of operating & executing team
systems of compensation of employees based on productivity 3) For each goal/target each performance measures should be 
improvement.  Few emerging trends are as under: established. 

Employee Ownership: Employees Sock Ownership Plan. b) Monitoring & controlling the operations

! Productivity Sharing: Productivity/production 1) Creative action should be initiated.
bonuses exceeding predetermined output or productivity. 2) Knowledge management on time would facilitate productivity 
! Profit Sharing: Economic Value Added, Return on control.

Investment etc. 3) Statistical data collection and control.
! Cost Reduction: Also contain labour cost. 4) Preparation of result and financial gain to be reported on time.
! Cycle time reduction: Reduction in cycle time to 5) Variance if any should be monitored and corrective actions to 

increase the output. be initiated.
! Time & Motion Study: Predetermined level of 

Planning, organizing & controlling at financial levels  
movements while working.

When there is a need of planning & controlling at financial level, 
! Continuous improvement.  

following steps should be ensured to be implemented.
Employees have to show the tangible improvements in above 

a) Budgeting
methods and then they are entitled for compensation. The Fixed pay 

b) Cost reduction plan& Variable pay is the main concept in compensation management.  
c) Budget development

Considering above aspects one should think about any system 
d) Budget variance analysis.related to productivity.
Budgeting: creative approach will target for achieving cost Four stages for achieving productivity are as under:
rationalization resulting in cost reduction. Energy, utility and other 

! Productivity Awareness cost reduction should be shared.
! Understanding the process Cost reduction plan: Productivity improvement potentially 
! Productivity improvement results improved service level. Every plan of cost reduction should 
! Sharing gains of productivity be communicated to every employee. Their ideas and suggestions 

should be encouraged and cost reduction plan should be We will discuss about productivity improvement through people 
communicated as the management policy and should be adhered to. involvement. A strategy for executing productivity improvement 
However the plan should be design to improve the input output plan contains following stages.
ratios.

1) Analysis of productivity improvement areas
Budget development: Revenue and capital expenses should be 2) Planning, organizing & controlling stage at operational levels
scrutinized thoroughly. Zero base budgeting will encourage 

3) Planning, organizing & controlling at financial levels  
improving productivity.

 Analysis of productivity improvement areas:
Budget variance analysis: Feedback mechanism should be 

Following steps have to be identified: established and monitored regularly. Variance if any should be 
shared and the responsibility should be specified for zero variances.1. Identification of the responsibilities at operational level: It 

contains the activities to accomplish basic responsibilities of Now we have developed the system of productivity improvement. 
the job/department. Also we have devised the procedure of measurement. We bind the 

system in budget. But the success of the system will depend upon 2. Analysis & establishing methods & procedures: The 
the practical application of the same. While dealing with the unions evaluation and identification of potential improvement. The 
and workmen the objectives and desired results should be detailed analysis of existing operating systems emphasizing a 
explained so that the idea can be sold.clear definition of procedure to be conducted. Further  

statistical data collection is the major step in this procedure. If While developing the productivity/profit sharing agreements, 
required new method and procedures have to be established. following aspects should be taken care of:
The cycle time, work schedule, volume of activity, time 

1) Simple & Appropriate: Productivity/Profit Sharing 
deadline have to be set for proper functioning. The 

Agreements should be simple and easy to understand. The 
involvement of employees should be taken while establishing 

computation of the rewards should be simple. Clarification 
the procedures.

must be provided if the workmen face any problem with the 
3. Performance measures: Performance measures should be system. The rewards should be appropriate. It should be 

developed. The indicators of measurement should be made proportionate to the efforts taken by the employees.
clear to the employees. It should be SMART. 

2) Quality awareness:  Utmost care should be taken while 
Planning, organizing & controlling stage at operational levels: dealing with the productivity. Most of the time workmen are 

careless about the quality while giving more output. High Two essential objectives for accomplishing the above stages 
standards must be ensured. includes

3) Support: The system should be supported by the top a) Development of quantified operating targets.
management with all necessary resources. Supportive working 

Following is the prerequisite of this stage. conditions should be improved. If required the efforts of the 
1) Clear responsibilities of first line management. workmen should be eliminated. New methods should be 

CJMR / JAN - JUNE 2006
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introduced where workmen would feel comfortable while time plus a bonus which ranges from 20-50% of time allowed 
giving the desired output. There are various methods and tools and not for time saved. The bonus can be fixed as per the slabs. 
of measurement of efforts. These methods should be Below standard performance, at standard performance and 
introduced.  above standard performance.

4) Trust:  Both the management and trade union should jointly 9) Emerson Efficiency Plan: Day wages are assured. Sudden 
build the trust among the workmen and operational team. rise in wage is not given. Efficiency is determined by the ratio 

between the standard time fixed for a performance and time 5) Handling machinery: The whole issue should be handled by 
actually taken by the workman.team of experts. Necessary resources and training should be 

provided before implementing the system. 10) Co-partnership plan: Payments are made on following 
guidelines. 6) Communication: The whole issue discussed here is related to 

change management. Hence the whole process should be a) Payment of the existing standard wage.
communicated to all the concerned workmen. The b) Payment of a fixed rate of interest on capital is also calculated. 
communication channels should be established. The success of c) Division of the surplus profit between capital & labour in 
the system is depend upon communication. agreed proportions. 

Sharing the productivity/profit: d) The payment for a part of the workman's efforts by allotment of 
shares in the capital.Last but not last issue. There are various schemes of sharing. Some 

e) The sharing in the capital of the business by representatives of incentive plans are discussed as under.
workmen is encouraged.

1) Halsey Premium plan: This is a time saving bonus plan. 
11) Accelerating Premium Plan: Production is pushed up higher Bonus is based upon the time saved by the workman. 

and higher by discouraging low output & rewarding at an 
2) Halsey Weir Premium plan: Same as above. However in this 

increasingly effective rate for higher output.              
scheme, 50% of the time saved is given as a premium to the 

Besides above management and trade union jointly may devise any workman.
effective plan for productivity/profit sharing.

3) Rowan Premium Plan: Time saved is expressed as a 
Conclusion: percentage of the time allowed. Hourly rate of pay is increased 

by that percentage. One should not expect wage increase putting the company in 
trouble. The give and take policy will still remain, but the ways will 4) 100% premium plan: Task standards are set by time and 
be different. The trade unions had already pressurised the motion study or work sampling and the rates are expressed in 
industries, and spoiled the work culture of the Indian industry. Now time rates rather than money.
the need of the era is to be competitive. The main challenge among 

5) The Bedeaux Point plan: Here performance standards are set. 
any employee will be to retain his job and not to fight for wage 

Job is decided in how many hours it should be completed.
increase. Collective Bargaining Agreements should be shifted 

6) Taylor's differential piece rate system: One rate for those towards Productivity/Profit Sharing Agreements. The industry & 
who reach the standards. They are given a higher rate to enable workmen will be benefited by this approach only. Now it is the time 
them to get the bonus. Other is the lower rate for those who are to adopt the concept of productivity/profit sharing. Successful 
below the standards, so that the hope of receiving a higher rate dialogue must be initiated to pave the way for a confident 
of bonus. Workmen are expected to do the certain unit of work implementation of Productivity/Profit Sharing Agreements. 
within a certain determined time. Standards are decided on the 

   
time & motion studies. Such scientific determination ensures 

Reference:that the standards fixed are not unduly high and is within the 
Punekar, Deodhar, Sankaran: Labour Welfare, trade unionism & Industrial reach of the workmen.
Relations, Himalaya Publishing House, India.

7) Merrick multiple piece rate system: It offers three graded 
C B Mamoria: Personnel Management, Himalaya Publishing House, piece rates. i) Upto, say 83% of standard output a piece rate plus 
India.10% of time rate as bonus. ii) Above 83% and upto 100% of 
People & Performance (1977): The Best of Peter Drucker & Management, standard output, same piece rate plus 20% of time rate and iii) 
Harper & Row, New York.Above 100% of standard output, same piece rate but no bonus.
Dunn, J D and Rachel M. (1972), Wage & Salary Administration: Total 8) The Gantt Task Bonus Plan: Fixed time rates are guaranteed. 
Compensation Systems, Mc Graw Hill book co. New York.

Output standards and time standards are established for the 
Ganguli H C (1961): Industrial Productivity & Motivation, Asia performance of each job. Workmen completing the job within 
Publishing House, Bombay.the standard time or in less time receive wages for the standard 

Productivity & Profit Sharing Agreements



Introduction Macho Cowboy without a Leo Burnett. Can any one ignore the role 
of Carmichael Lynch in elevating the Harley Davidson as the cult The client agency relationship (CAR) in advertising has always 
that it is today?been a subject of debate and curiosity for academic researchers, 

industry observers and practitioners. The ups and downs of CAR,  In India too the Lowe signature is obvious in Surf and Saint Gobain 
the social implications, the behavioral reasons, the financial after and can we even think of Fevicol, and Cadbury's with out bowing in 
effects, all have been studied in depth by many academic reverence, the creative brains of O & M?
researchers. 

Mathur (1996); Buchanan, Bruce and Michell (1991); Mitchell, So what?
Cataquet and Hague (1992) and Henke (1995) along with a galaxy 

Three Major happenings in the past decade made the change in of others have thrown considerable light on this most important 
CAR from a love-hate scenario to a full strife-torn one (Fig 1). They concern of the advertising world. This paper is an attempt to probe 
are explained below:the issue, also in the Indian context, estimate the factors that 

contribute to success and failure of CAR and for the first time to Fig.1
suggest a suitable model, for both parties to graduate CAR, as it 
exists today to what can be called as Client  Agency Synergy (CAS) 
for tomorrow.

'The only worse thing than CAR as it exists today, can be marriages 
of Elizabeth Taylor'  quipped some dissatisfied advertising 
manager or client servicing personnel, somewhere in the annals of 
advertising history. This bitter reality remains as the most ravaging 
problem in the wonderful arena of advertising. History of 
advertising is witness to many a client agency relationships 
plunging to disarray, touching the rock bottom of the graph ending 
up in deepened cleft and bitter separation. The climax is a lot of 
cacophony and the client calling for a new pitch and the agency 
desperate to woo some competitor of the just divorced partner. 

Of course CAR rules are no 'Codex Juris Canonici' (The Law of 
Canon, of the Roman Catholic Church) but there are some of them, 
the non-observance of which leads to such bitter state of affairs that 
the once communications partners (supposedly) have to take it to 

1.Global communication companiesthe street and wash all the dirty linen in public. 

A global communication company today owns almost every major This shakes the confidence of the stakeholders (of both the clients, 
advertising agency. Bates, O & M and JWT among others are part as well as the agencies), affecting market share (Mathur 1996); 
of the WPP network, Lowe and McCann is with the InterPublic, (Kulkarni, Mukund S, Vora, Premal P & Brown, Terence A -2003) 
TBWA and BBDO are owned by Omnicom and so on. These global and in the long term, even changing the product positioning and 
communication companies, it is alleged by observers, have image that the partnership has carefully cultivated after heavy 
changed the orientation of the business of advertising from creative investments.
to monetary. Particularly Martin Sorrel's WPP is accused of 

The agencies' role
pioneering the theory of building the financial muscle and display it 

Let us not dispute the fact that almost every successful brand has a to get it done, in many cases bullying the small agencies and 
professional ad agency behind it.  Marlboro wouldn't have been the outrunning them. Of course clients have their sales targets and 

6

From CAR TO CAS:  
The need to transform client agency relationship
to client agency synergy in advertising

Sabu M Nair

Sabu Nair is Assistant Professor of Advertising and head life style research centre at SCMS Cochin

 Glocalisation by
Multinational Majors

Global Communication 
Companies

Consolidation of 
International
Advertising  
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advertising has to be helping it, but some clients are penny- below.
pinching to believe that their agency should make money on other  Relations where clients are the kids and agencies mantle the role 
accounts they handle and not from theirs, or even worse, for an of parents work in evolving markets or when the client is new or 
agency 'creative satisfaction should be the profit'. But that doesn't naive as far as the market is concerned or when the client is new 
neutralize the fact that the global communication majors, who in business. In evolved CARs the parent- child type of CAR 
swallowed the advertising agencies, have commercialized the once graduates naturally into an equal type of relation. Anyway the 
creative business of advertising beyond recognition. A fact is a fact. MTV generation Kid is smarter that his parent and wise agencies 
It is the biggest burden on advertising and let us not deceive us by recognize this and are more than glad to be equal partners in 
calling it a backbone. progress.
2.Consolidation of international advertising A   P & G and Leo Burnett and a Hutch and O & M may be quoted at 
Global brands started kicking out different agencies that they were this context as the best happening examples. As per media reports, 
doing business with, in different countries in an attempt to there is no marketing meeting or decision in Hutch, taken without 
consolidate the communication made to the outside world. The the O & M participation in it. And the result is obvious. The Hutch 
trend perhaps started with IBM, the computer major deciding in user base went up by 70% after the dog and the boy campaign 
favor of O & M, in 1994, in the process of throwing out almost 40 broke. (USP Age. July 2005)
agencies in as many countries. Philips was one giant which decided But everywhere and with everyone it is not that rosy. Many clients, 
against about 70 agencies through whom they advertised, in favor who mature take a prominent position and start dominating 
of DDB worldwide as part of their policy of “Convergence”. Some relationship. Some dictate terms, some even predefine ad creative, 
worked, some didn't. Regional ad agency heads resented the idea of and worse, some start thinking, their ad agency as a DTP center. The 
their New York or London head quarters telling them what to do and agency, in this unequal relation, as the suffering partner either 
how. But owners of big ad group vouch for this as a policy that remain a silent spectator with forever an' Yes minister' affirmation 
clients should follow. (Sorrel, 2004) or leave in disgust. Levers, for example is the biggest marketing 
3.Glocalisation juggernaut, and they cannot be given lectures on how marketing 

should be done, but it is also recorded in history that they, to their Coca-Cola practices it beautifully well, what we call as 
credit have the highest number of marketing blunders, thanks glocalisation. Think globally and act locally. Coke and Colgate are 
mainly to the formula advertising that many HLL brands the same everywhere in terms of the concept that the brand stands 
religiously seem to be following. Such relation can be a nightmare for, so is Master Card. But the execution caters to the palate of the 
for any agency but these days, cash strapped, client-starved local markets. But it wasn't that easy for them. Coke for instance 
agencies take up, tolerate and retain even such clients. Such non-when it re- entered India, decided to bring in an American Indian to 
committal, short-term relations usually end up with cabals, head Indian operation, who in a poor attempt of glocalisation even 
castigation and cacophony. No sooner than such “deliver and out” recreated the hill top campaign, that was a huge success there, only 
relations have started the honeymoon ends, abruptly. Smarter to find that for Indians it meant nothing .For those who went for 
clients (read, clients with no strategic thinking) love such short-consolidation sans glocalisation, their hands were burnt and 
term affairs but agencies rarely like to be in such a predicament (Let generally their agencies lost business by way of client turnover.
us not term it, a 'relation'). Some believe that D & O stands for Devil 

Dynamics of client  agency relation ships and the Ocean. Worst of all, D & O also symbolize Dog and the 
Owner, for some.The reasons for turmoil in client agency relation can be as vivid as 

the stars are but they all stem from the type of relation that they  
enjoy or suffer from. This is demonstrated in the figure (fig 2) 

Unequals

Fig-2

From CAR TO CAS:  

CAR 
TypesEquals Deliver & out

Parent & Child
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What agencies say                                                                          What clients say

C
re

at
iv

it
y

Clients brief is not clear, many times importance is 
given to media plans and media planning agencies and 
hence forced to compromise on creativity

Agencies lack creativity/many confuse between cute 
and creative, could not symbolize our USP / agency 
thought too small or awards is the motive

A
cc

ou
n

t 
p

eo
p

le Not every client can be given the top people to work on 
the account. Some clients will get exclusive teams 
some will have to share a team. After all size does 

Poor account people /lack of knowledge and 
experience / at least at the frontlines, agency client 
service professional are 'legs' and not 'brains'. 

C
li

en
t 

se
rv

ic
in

g 
an

d
 

fo
ll

ow
 u

p

They keep us hanging / never respond properly and 
violate the pre-decided communications map.

Too much of red tapism Left to juniors who are legs 
and who lacks basic marketing knowledge and many 
times are mere postmen. Follow up is virtually non-
existent. 

S
en

io
r

 m
an

ag
em

en
t 

p
ar

ti
ci

p
at

io
n

No strategy / big or small the client, is finalized without 
key people approving it. However, their physical 
presence may not be possible always.

They key people working on the account is the right of 
every client, big or small. Agencies are biased in favor 
of rich / big clients

S
p

ec
ia

l 
sk

il
ls Agree to an extent but what about advertising which is 

the main element of Integrated Marketing 
Communication? . Are the so-called small shops able to 
do it? Is it not true that almost all main agencies today 
cater to almost all the clients' communication needs? 

oWe want PR/ direct marketing and other 360  
communication elements but many agencies aren't 
equipped to cater.

A
ge

n
cy

 s
iz

e It is the business of creativity, and here only the talent 
matters

Size does matter. Clients especially smaller ones, get 
scant attention due to lack of enough talents

A
ge

n
cy

 
gr

ee
d For many clients late payment is an art, and blocks cash 

flow
Agencies squeeze every rupees possible out of the 
account

S
tr

at
eg

ic
 

th
in

k
in

g 

On the clients side, either the marketing personnel who 
is in charge of advertising are ignorant, or if they are 
good gets promoted and vanish thereby resulting in 
discontinuity

Jargonize unnecessarily; many seem to be believing  
'convince, if not possible -confuse'. 

The common factors of disagreement in CARs are listed out in the those who profess the need for good CAR, believe that a state like 
table (1) below. CAS is simply possible.

 This is where what I define as Client Agency Synergy (CAS) Problems galore, and the solution for the problem according to the 
comes into play. CAS is a transformed CAR, which I define as “ a author can be by and large arrived at by understanding religiously 
state where both the partners enjoy the relation, simply feel and adopting the five plus five C model or the client-agency 
incomplete in the absence of the other and are in a state of bliss expectation pentagon. I propose this model as a road map for those 
being together”.  clients and agencies, who wish to have good CAR and further wish 

to enhance it to a state of CAS. These two facets -the first five C's   Sounds Utopian? If it does, that it is because few people, even 

Table-1  
Common factors that sour CAR

CJMR / JAN - JUNE 2006
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that the clients expects of the agency and the next five C's that the rules of the advertising business. Agencies, he claims, “were no 
agency expects of the clients, as shown in the following diagram longer punished for being argumentative and using once forbidden 
(fig 3) and explained further. formulae, a great wave of originality engulfed the profession and 

changed client agency relation” (Rothenberg, 1995:67). Today 
research is a key area and iceberg researches strictly won't do. 
Agencies are expected to recognize that best and effective of 
creatives are a result of good research and customer insights so 
gained. Agencies should also acquire knowledge continuously and 
analyze information not to confirm what is already known but to 
discover what is not (Ghosal, 2002). 

Many times ad agencies and their creatives fail to connect to the 
target audience they have to connect. For instance, advertising to 
women, 'even by an authorized agency study in the West proves 
that, in many a situation isn't working either due to simple laziness 
or stereotyping' (www.peurtorico-herald.org). Forget converting 
CAR to CAS, it can only be the easy formula for disaster.

2.Chronicles

The annals from the history of an agency speak volumes. A   JWT 
doesn't have to claim and prove again and again that the oldest one 
is one of the best, still. The accounts that they have made in the 
past, speaks. The brands, the building of which they have 
contributed, the number of pitches they have attended and the hit 
rates, no of accounts gained and more importantly, lost.

 Clients, at least some of them believe that nothing can replace 
experience. Some others but ask for results, measurable results, the 
logic being no machinery bought or no human resource employed 

The 5+5 C Model or the client -agency expectation pentagon would be exempted if it weren't productive and just looks good like 
a piece of antique, then why advertising should be?

 The tragedy but, is that in the long duration of their existence, Fig.3
“most agencies, instead of keeping focused on their clients and their 
consumers, fell in love with themselves. Instead of boosting their 
clients' sales, they hid behind their creativity; shrouding themselves 
in mystery and concentrating just on award winning spectacular 
works of art”. (Zyman, 2002:14).

For the agencies, practitioners have set guidelines, ever since 
agencies became professional. Treat your clients' money as your 
own, thundered Subhas Ghosal (Ghosal, 2002) but many agencies 
do not heed to such words of wisdom. The result  bad ads and  “the 
backlash of silly ads is the waste of millions and the agencies and 
advertisers are sabotaged by their own fatuity and self indulgence. 
People, who buy such products don't know what these ads are trying 
to say and they care less. The advertiser simply has wasted his 
money on frivolous profitless spasm” (Baker, 1968:57).

     a. The client expectation pentagon
 Some ad men aim the Cannes, than contributing to the clients cash 

Fig.4 register and worse, most of them try to impress other admen, or to 
deride and scoff them, reducing the average audience to a knuckle 
head, nincompoop or a clod (Baker 1968).

1.Competence
3.Culture 

Creative competence, account planning and research acumen and 
The agency culture is the same for every agency at least for the drive to excel are what clients look for as a basic requirement in 
outsiders. The founding fathers' legacy is carried down through its communication partner. The customer perception about poor 
generations as the culture of the agency. Ogilvy & Mather bears the networking that Hutch offered was tactfully handled by O & M with 
Oglivy touch in whatever they do and so do JWT. Bill Bern Bach's the now famous pug and the boy. Had it been an agency with less 
simple yet piercing narrative style is professed as a religion by the creative and account planning competence, India would have been 
agency still. JWT until the WPP take over boasted of its 'New bored with maps and dotted lines to display networks.
England Chamber' indicating the founders' Yale roots .The first 

Good clients appreciate good work. They aren't hesitant to be proud thing which the new management after the hostile takeover at 
of their agencies' competence -Creative and otherwise. Randal 1987,was to dismantle the room, in what the industry up roared as 
Rothenberg in his classic 'Where The Suckers Moon' has suggested an attack on Thomson culture (Rothenberg ,1995).
that the success of the Volkswagen campaign probably changed the 

The agency expectation pentagon

From CAR TO CAS:  

The Client expectation pentagon

COMPETENCE

CANDOR              CONTROL

CHRONICLES
CZARS

CHIMERA           CONSONANCE

CAPITAL

COMPATIBILITY CULTURE

COMPATIBILITY CULTURE

CZARS CHRONICLES

COMPETENCE
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Of course there are compromises, which make academic authors accounts, and very dominant in same major accounts that the 
comment satirically about the 'So called different cultures' of agency handles. Yet, this is true, in case of star creatives in India like 
different agencies. “Like the brands they sell, agencies also usually Prasoon Joshi or Piyush Pandey. Presence of a Chaks or a Pops 
don't have much difference. They essentially offer the same menu makes a difference with which a client perceives its agency and its 
to clients, and if at all some one brings in some difference, others seriousness of the account. May be the difference is just 
copy just as fast” (Brierley, 2002:53). Ad gurus have often disputed psychological, and at the functional level the czars contribution 
such arguments and have projected different creative strategy and may be null, but that is a difference worth a look. Ever since S H 
execution cultures. Peter Head of AMV said, “Our aim is to destroy Benson launched a journal for advertisers, wrote two books on best 
that view that advertising is a commodity. It is the creation of an practices and organized an international advertising exhibition in 
elusive spark of originality, which can fundamentally enhance a London, as early as 1899(Piggott, 1975:23), celebrity ad men, 
clients business.” (Ring, 1993:171)  whom we refer to as czars make a difference.

Even in Media part of advertising, (Media planning and buying  Agencies seem to be doing their bit to make sure that the cream is 
even though these days Media planning are handled by separate added to. JWT India recently in a high profile hire bought in Bruce 
agencies under the same global communication giants) the Matchett as the Chief Creative Officer and National Executive 
agencies mess up, putting the clients to depths of displeasure. Creative Director, from Singleton O&M-Australia, crossing one 
“Agencies supposed to represent the clients interests, instead big geographical and cultural barrier. Also, to retain the existing 
represented the Media owners, like for instance they would block czars agencies do their best. Almost every agency (some like FCB 
large spaces in magazines & news papers at special discounts and are exception) has the post of National Creative Director who 
later filling those spaces with their numerous clients, and in the largely exists as poster boys for the agencies and their clients rather 
process making lot of money” (Nevett 1982, 103-104). Bad culture than bring in some new vibrant creative culture. (Brand equity- 
or pedigree is what clients see in seen supposititious acts. Likewise, Economic Times, 7 Sept 2005). The big amounts that go to the 
late payment and improper / unclear billing is a symptom of wrong maintenance of the czars make things a bit tough for the agency. 
genes in the agency chromosome. The longer the agency hangs on “Most agencies get short term contracts and have very tight 
to the money that the clients give to the media via the agency, the far margins because of high salaries and such overheads. A typical 
reaching will be the caustic effects on the CAR. agency would spend at least 60% of its gross income on payroll and 

staff bonuses” (The Economist, June 1990:17). The symptoms of bad culture are many but lack of cost 
consciousness and an inability to handle the clients' money as its But not all clients bask in the yesteryear glory of the Czar who 
own and wisely spend it, in many a cases forms the immediate spark works for their account. The creative duo behind the Hutch dog and 
leading to a divorce (Ghosal, 2002). the boy story weren't any famous until the story broke. Hopefully 

they will continue their 'out of the box thinking' and will not let the 4.Compatibility
one campaign take care of rest of their career.

The agencies' (Read the human beings representing the agency) 
Client loyalties in many cases lie with the person, as history would ability to be compatible with the clients' philosophy is very vital for 
have it. Remember, when Charles and Maurice were thrown out of transformation of CAR to CAS. Often it is complained that agency 
Satchi and Satchi, the only thing, which remained with them, is the professionals refuse to communicate, or even if they do, use jargons 
unstinting loyalty of their clients like British Airways. Recent to confuse. Mutual respect, of course is an ingredient, but many 
reports suggest that Trevor Beatie, the creative Czar at TBWA clients blame agencies possessing a “take it from me attitude”. 

Many times the agency and the client don't agree even on the 
objectives of the campaign that they are planning. Most of the ads 
are made for awareness but awareness doesn't necessarily sell the 
clients products, which agencies refuse to accept. It is good that the 
agency entertains the target audience, and walk up on to the scaffold 
of Cannes and Abby's but what happens to the client's sales? 

 “In pitching they show their reel, brag about their people, show a 
few case histories, flaunt all the promises, worse, some even bring 
all the wrong people (the best ones) for pitching, who will not be the 
ones, actually working on the account later on”. (Ahmad, 2005 in 
www.ameinfo.com).  Zyman refers to it as bait and switch and to 
avoid this he suggests that the contract should be specific about the 
persons working on the account (Zyman, 2002).

London, and the creator of the Controversial FCUK campaigns Two classic gripes that clients have about agencies are- why is it 
would be moving out of the agency and the client will follow the taking so long? And why does it cost so much? It is because 
Czar.agencies have other fish to fry, and clients generally don't realize 

this or rather they like to think that the agency should be focused on The agency expectation pentagon
them, solely. Researchers and authors have vouched on this as one 

Fig 5key deterrent to the success of CAR (Roman, Maas 2004).
1.Candor5.Czars
Candor is openness and throwing open channels of communication Czars are emperors or star employees on the rolls of an agency. 
within and to the outside world, of the clients' business. Stars make a difference, often a celestial feeling for the accounts 
Organizations which practice candor, will forever be dynamic and who work with them. The role of such stars may be limited in many  

Candor                     Control

Chimera                 Consonance

                                                             
               Capital
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with clear objects and goals and hence clear in their  Client's hierarchy, inexperienced contacts, and inaction, the 
communication. Lack of candor results in accumulation of reasons for lack of consonance are many. The fundamental truth is 
problems between the two partners and later on mostly ends up in that an advertising agency is not the ultimate decision maker as the 
the agency firing. Joanne Lipman quotes Ogilvy in the Wall Street system has evolved today. “The advertiser is the boss, not the 
Journal that “it is easier to fire your agency than to admit to your agency” (Baker 1968:6). But generally the blame is dubbed on the 
stock holders that there is something wrong with your product and agency by dominating clients. Zyman quotes many examples of 
management”. She lists out a series of agencies that had to bear the bad client behavior which resulted in their brand failures, including 
wrath of their furious clients “whose business problems weren't Burger King, which changed their agencies so many times that, 
caused  and  a lmos t  ce r t a in ly  won ' t  be  cu red  by  now they are in the same predicament of Elizabeth Taylor, or of 
advertising”(Lipman, 1991,b4) Samsung which in 2001, decided to reduce “unnecessary costs 

including travel, advertising and miscellaneous expenses”(Zyman, Ogilvy advised clients, to check how far the agency believes in 
2002:17).candor. “If you say something stupid, do they have the spine to 

disagree?”(Ogilvy, 1987:95). If they do, they are ardent believers in Agencies even feel that, clients (and all the hierarchy and red tapes) 
candor, and it is better not to leave them to guess things. put pressure on them “to make original yet different yet creative 

works, which will be twisted, rejected, reversed, revised and An ideal state of candor practiced by the clients' side would be a 
dragged through a kind of mass hysteria, where ads erupt in a dream of every agency, as it knows that for such companies, the 
chaotic fury in which neither the agency nor the client group can see internal branding would be strong and deep to the core.  External 
straight or think clearly. When the dust settles and the blood has branding would be a blissful experience, then for the agency.
been mopped up, the campaign has been approved at last, for better 

Rigidity in processes and filters and blocks in the communication or worse” (Baker, 1968:53)
networks, both horizontal and vertical, both within and the outside 

4.Capitalworld, perhaps is the classic of agency complaints about any 
clients. Big or small, such clients exist as a pain for its agencies, The agency believes, and trusts the client to be having and is willing 
which are relatively good, fast and efficient communicators and to share his resources in the proposed communication program. 
reciprocation from the clients. Resources- mainly money and the human willingness to share with 

it, is the biggest bottleneck in the transformation of CAR to CAS. 2.Control
Clients with sufficient resources and a capable management to 

Control  too much or too less of it -is a by-product of hierarchies and recognize that good advertising is an investment for the brand, is a 
organization structures. Many corporates, still follow heavy reverie for every agency. Clients have to recognize that advertising 
hierarchical organization structures with levels and sub levels, and will have to sell products today but build their brand value 
communications delays and hiccups are just common .Red tapism tomorrow. Today good advertising may be an expense, tomorrow it 
at the clients' side is just as important an object of resentment as lack is an investment.
of candor, as far as agencies are concerned. Too many levels of 

The trouble is that, many clients expect the sky as to what decision making or rather the lack of it, failure to take decision, fear 
advertising can do and that too for less. Many clients expect of risk as part of hierarchies are all common stumbles in the process 
miracles, which, to say the least is self-defeating (Ghosal, 2002). of making CAS a reality. “To bore or bully the agency like this will 
With no money to spend, or not wanting to spend, clients end up in be depleting the agency of its creative fire power” (Padamsee, 
getting Iceberg researches and hodge podge creatives (courtesy -1999:199)
Samm Sinclair Baker). This is a calamity for the transformation of 

Clients should have control over the situation and the levels of CAR to CAS. This doesn't work, a loss for client and for the agency, 
decision-making should be cut short. Agencies are not mere and funeral, for CAR. 
vendors and it is unfair to make them run from pillar to post. Such 

Today's customers are smart. He can't be hoodwinked by “Made in clients gave rise to the famous quote: “Clients get the advertising 
USA tags” and “Made as Germany” pretentions. 'You can paint my they deserve”.
car with any colour, as long as it is black' attitudes in the client, will 

   The philosophy of the clients business should be shared with the burst as a bomb on his face.
agency to make the give and take partnership called as CAS, 

5. Chimerabecome true.
Chimera is dream that the client has about his products and brands; 3.Consonance
realistic or utopian, clients should have dreams about his brands to 

Many agencies expect the client to be congruent to its viewpoints. It make the transformation of CAR to CAS a reality. A number of 
is not to suggest that the client has to imitate a Tanjore doll, when factors, including product strategies, product lines and brands, 
the agency presents something.  'Pretentious and incomprehensible vision for each brand, strategies for each and positioning, pricing, 
nonsense' as Ogilvy himself has admitted, do exist, could be dealt, distribution, competition etc, ultimately decide on how realistic 
face-to-face. But most of the pitfalls in advertising, even though it such dreams are. Ad agencies as communication partners have a big 
may look like the agency mistakes resulted in it, be it strategic, role to play in making the clients' dream come true and brands and 
creative, media or measurement pitfall, are a result of the clients advertising have evolved together. From 1912, when Coca Cola 
high handedness and lack of congruity with the agency. spent over $1 million a year on advertising, to the present day, it is 

exceptional to find a large or successful brand that does not spend In most of the cases, the contacts from the clients side who interact 
heavy money on advertising. But the agencies these days, generally with the agencies are becoming younger and are there only for 
end up getting a disproportionate share of the blame for market months or at the maximum a couple of years and don't hope to stay 
share falls and product collapses, even though campaigns are there for long, thereby dragging the agency to a vendor kind of 
developed and goes public only after the mutual consultation status. Such relationships make the agency deliver faster & cheaper 
between the two. (Kulkarni et al, 2003)not necessarily better.

From CAR TO CAS:  
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Some clients express dismaying duplicity and with glee. The so-
called free rein that agencies are given is virtually non-existent. 
Gian Behl, general advertising manager of Lever out rightly 
rejected Alique Padamsee's suggestion of a waterfall and the 
nymph (which he later successfully did for Liril) when it was 
suggested for Rexona. In another instance, David Welb, the then 

2) Baker, Samm Sinclair. 1968. The permissible lie. London: Peter 
Owen Ltd. 

3) Buchanan, Bruce and Paul C Michell .1991.  Using structural factors 
to assess the risk of failure in agency  client Relations in the Journal 
of advertising research, 31 (August / September 1991).

4) Ghosal, Subhas .2002.Gleanings from Subhas Ghosal  the making 
of advertising . New  Delhi: Macmillan India Ltd marketing director of Lever admitted, “Rin detergent bar has been 

our greatest advertising success. Thanks to Lintas getting the ads 5) Grimaldi, Joe .2003. Beyond trade Boundaries being creative and 
approved when I was on leave. Can you imagine me Okaying white inventive. In the art of    advertising. Pages 85-106.NewDelhi: Vision 
lightning, striking people like a thunderbolt from Jove?” books.
(Padamsee, 1999:45) 6)  Henke, Lucy L .1995. A longitudinal analysis of the Ad. Agency-

Client Relationship: predictors of an Agency switch, Journal of Still worse, some clients want the agencies to add something “new” 
Advertising Research, 35 (March 1995).to their “product” and sell. With no differentiation, for their 

7) Kulkarni, Mukund S; Vora, Premal P, Brown, Terence A .2003. products, clients' dependency on the agency is more. The agency 
then will have to interrogate the product till it confesses (Ghosal, Firing advertising agencies: Possible reasons and Managerial 
2002). Grimaldi quipped “today if Tide were still saying- we are the Implications, in the Journal of advertising, (Fall 2003).
powder detergent-they wouldn't be in business, simple”. (Grimaldi, 8) Leo Burnett Presents ' Miss understood: She is not buying your ads'  A 
2003:85-106) case study from www.peurtorico-herald.org

Some clients keep on adding products to their product lines. The 9) Lipman, Joanne. November. 20 1991.  Blame the messenger mentally 
leaves scars on Madison Avenue, Wall Street Journal, b4.reason would be varied from, R&D departments, new product 

teams or even mergers and take over. Shampoos and soap tablets of 10) Mathur, Lynette Knowles .1996. Is Value Associated with initiating 
new advertising agency  client relations? in the Journal of the same type for same consumer segments would be nothing short 
Advertising, 25. (Fall 1996).of cannibalization among the clients' different brands and no 

agency would find it rosy to work for such accounts.

11).  Michell, Paul C., Harold Cataquet, and Stephen Hague .1992.    Probably the worst lot is they who want to be everything to every 
buyer; Ogilvy ridicules such brands as “wishy-washy    Establishing the causes of disaffection in Agency  Client relations, in 
neuters”(Ogilvy, 1987:118) and advises agencies to simply not take the Journal of Advertising research, 32 (March / April 1992).
such clients. 12) Nevett, T.R. 1982. Advertising in Britain: A History. London:   

HeinemannThe bottom line
13) Oglivy, David. 1987. Confessions of advertising Man. London: Pan The 5+5 c model or the client- agency expectation pentagon isn't 

Books Ltd. the ready made capsule for the problems marring CAR, but it is a 
14) Padamsee, Alyque. 1999. The double Life. New Delhi: Penguin formulae for practitioners to follow to transform CAR to a blissful 

books India Ltd.state of CAS. To quote Rothenberg “Faith, while hard won, is easily 
15) Piggott, S. 1975.  OBM a celebration: one hundred years of Oglivy, lost. Many things can shake it: misguided words, obstinacy, an 

Benson & Mather. London: O, B & M.inability to grow along with ones partner, suddenly seeing the 
partner through eyes unblended by desire. Relation ships of course 16) Ring J. 1993. Advertising on Trial. London: Financial Times Pitman 
are maintained by faith, and advertising is founded on Publishing. 
relationships. So in advertising, as in marriage, a loss of faith can be 17) Roman, Kenneth, & Maas, Jane. 2004.  How to advertise? What 
debilitating. It is the only quality that binds agencies and clients works, what doesn't  and why .New Delhi: Kogan Page India
together” (Rothenberg, 1995:328) and makes CAS possible. May 18) Rothenberg, Randall. 1997.  Where the suckers moon  the life and 
all CARs transform into CAS and give us great advertising. death of an advertising campaign. Newyork: Vintage books.

19) Sean Brierely.2002.The advertising Handbook. London: Routledge.

20) Sorrel, Sir Martin  Why should you appoint a global agency group?   
Ad Map Oct. 2004, pages 20  21, from www.warc.com  References

21) The economic times- Brand equity .7 September 2005.  The crawl 
1) Abdul Jobain, Ahmad. MD, Targets Leo Burnett -Riyadh.  In the 
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Marital bliss of Marketing relationships as in www.ameinfo.com
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 Agriculture has been the primary occupation of the rural people in !Mixed production systems
India since ages. Agricultural produce contributes a major share in !Plant production
the Indian economy. With the emerging use of technology; 

!Animal productionagriculture is nowhere lagging behind.
!Pests and DiseasesAmid the current scenario of a rapidly expanding population, 

limited natural resource base, and trade liberalization, the  Today IT has enabled the farmers to know the global price on one 
expansion of agricultural production will depend largely on hand and on the other to know what kind of innovative technology 
scientific and technological improvement. Here, the role of is available in the field of agriculture and rural development.  
information technology (IT) assumes great importance. Proper Concepts such as automation of irrigation systems, green house 
integration of IT in agriculture can help solve the problem of horticulture management systems, fertilizer control systems etc are 
food crisis, and can contribute to the attainment of sustainable paving the way for optimization of use of agro inputs for agriculture 
agricultural development in the region. Timely and relevant productivity. 
scientific and technology-based information through IT is vital to Indian remote sensing satellites have the capabilities to improve the 
enable small-scale farmers to make effective use of their resources, agricultural production of the country and the National Remote 
become competitive, and raise their income. Sensing Agency under the Department of Space has been carrying 
Various researches have been conducted to investigate methods of out projects of national and regional importance. 
using information collected on a farm to aid decision-making by the With the planned future programs using IT as a tool, improvements 
farmer and advisers. The main area of research is the integration of catering to the needs of the country will be met in an even better 
mathematical models of crops, animals and farm systems to aid manner.
decision-making. Agriculture is subject to high levels of 

Geographical Information System, Global Positioning System and uncertainty, notably from the weather. 
Remote Sensing are the tools that assist in agriculture. They are 

Methods of handling uncertainty, evaluating its effects on model helpful in crop type mapping, crop health monitoring, agro 
predictions and presenting its consequences to decision makers are transportation, first hand information regarding various crops etc. 
being studied. Satellites can also prove useful in Agriculture marketing through 
 Non-linear numerical optimization methods are being developed GPS and GIS Exchange technology provides longer trading 
to provide advice on the best course of action; these methods have sessions, quick response time and low cost of operations. Future 
to be efficient enough to provide results in reasonable periods of prices available on the Exchange are enabling the farmers to decide 
time and robust enough to function reliably in real situation. the choice of crops to sell forward using the exchange's electronic 
Following functional areas of agriculture today are benefited by platform and IT is helping revolutionize the way agricultural 
technology: - produce is being marketed in India.

!The agricultural environment  The E-chaupal programme initiated by ITC has definitely 
contributed a lot to improve the plight of farmers who are still !Farming operations

Integration of IT and Bio-Technology 
to Lead Agriculture

Dr. Jyotsna Haran
.

Dr. Jyotsna Haran is Assistant Professor at Jodhpur Institute of Management, Jodhpur (Rajastan).

Integration of IT and Bio-Technology to Lead Agriculture

 The picture of indian agriculture has two faces; one is the beautiful and a very pleasant one, which is endowed with modern 
technonology, sufficient irrigation facility, knowing and using high quality and high yielding seeds, having a higher level of 
productivity, and all those factors which may be related to advanced state of agriculture. Where as another face of Indian agriculture  is 
dark one because light has not yet reached and agriculture still is at the mercy of God and Nature. The saddest part of it is that the size of 
the dark face is very  very huge nearly covering the entire agriculture. Why Indian agriculture still is in such a panic state of 
development, we need not go right now. But here would like to mention very emphatically that as far as policy formulations are 
concerned it must go following the policy of  dual strategy. The main emphasis is that a modern and advanced technology for already 
developed part which can be made competitive enough at international level. Where as those parts or fields it may be region wise or 
cropwise or population wise, which is starving for better performance, if these are equipped with appropriate basic economic and social 
infrastructure can become the part of bright face in near future. Here the government is called to play a very active and important role 
as a contoller, regulator and facilitator in the field of agriculture, the backbone of indian economy.
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unaware of electronic means that could be moulded to their 
utilization. In near future innovations such as Advanced Kisan Call 
Centers will make the ultimate utilization of Information 
Technology.

T R A D I T I O N A L  R U R A L  A G R I C U L T U R A L  
INFORMATION SYSTEMS IT APPLICATIONS IN AGRICULTURE AND RURAL 

DEVELOPMENT An Agricultural Information System (AIS) can be defined as "a 
system in which agricultural information is generated, transformed, Looking at the present status in Japan, we can identify existing 
transferred, consolidated, received and fed back in such a manner issues that we need to solve in order to extend IT to the agricultural 
that these processes function synergically to underpin knowledge domain. Agriculture stands on the very complex interaction 
utilisation by agricultural producers". The agricultural information between biological, climatic and geographical factors in addition to 
user community includes "persons whose work involves some part human economic activities. The information under such a 
or the whole of the field of agriculture or its products, and therefore complicated system is unpredictable, unstable, subjective, site-
requires information to do their work" The AIS therefore specific and reliant on empirical decisions given the inherent 
encompasses everyone from the researcher and policy maker, the variability of biological phenomena. Agricultural information with 
information intermediary and development worker, to the end-user, these features is typically beyond the scope of the information 
i.e. the farmer. science used in industrial information systems, and this has surely 

led to the failure of IT in agriculture. Many agricultural information networks already exist to facilitate 
local and global communication among those serving agriculture. Poor network infrastructure in rural areas is also one of the 
Carter notes, however, that there is an urgent need for such obstacles for IT in agriculture because the Internet is an important 
agriculturists (especially researchers) to stop talking among factor in whatever information system we develop nowadays and it 
themselves (and conferencing') and to expand greater effort in usually helps reduce cost of system development and maintenance. 
getting relevant information out to those who need it most (the Another difficult problem is computer literacy in the rural areas. 
farmers). The notion that "research creates knowledge, extension Finally, we do have to convince farmers of the benefits of IT. The 
transfers it to farmers and farmers utilize it" underpins the "Training key factors to consider for IT in agriculture are as follow; 
and Visit" (T&V) extension system employed by most countries. >How to adjust software to the special features of agricultural 
However, designers and managers of agricultural support and information; 
extension services have realised the need to move from such a 

>How to enrich digital contents; "transfer of knowledge" paradigm, where information is directed at 
a target audience to solve their problems, to a more interactive, two- >How to utilize the Internet, especially to reduce time and 
way "dialogical" approach to communication where farmers monetary costs; 
participate in the identification of their information needs to solve >How to provide easy-to-use systems for computer literacy; and 
their problems. The need for collaboration, participation and 

>How to convince farmers of the potential benefits of IT. interaction between all those involved at all stages of the RAIS, 
including the generation of information by research, is strongly In the following sections, several key technologies to solve these 
emphasised in current paradigms of information flow in rural issues are introduced with their applications to agricultural domain. 
systems. In sum, development support communication (DSC) 

Virtual corporation 
should not be based on a "transmission mentality" but on 

Small-scale farming is typical in the Asian region. It is a main cause collaborative partnerships to effect social and structural change in 
of the inefficient agricultural productivity and the lack of its global addition to communication. A clear understanding of traditional 
competitiveness. A simple solution is to merge small-scale lands to modes of information transfer within, and dissemination to, rural 
a big scale one. The land ownership, however, makes it difficult as communities is required if improved information systems are to be 
the number of landowning farmers increased based on developed. Oral communication is the dominant form of 
modernization. One solution we can expect is to virtually integrate information sharing in rural areas. And is therefore the main means 
those small-scale farmers while keeping their financial by which many organisations disseminate information. Other 
independency. For example, a group of farmers can purchase media, such as print (books, information pamphlets), visual 
chemicals with cheaper price than they can when they order (posters, slides), audio (radio), audio-visual (television, video, 
individually. Or, if they can share machineries, the total cost on films) and drama, dance and folklore are also used to get the 
them can be reduced. We can expect similar cost reduction in message across, but usually in a supportive role to a verbal message 
marketing, logistics, risk management etc. as merits of scale. To or as a means of initiating person-person discussions or group 
realize such cooperation, the help of IT is inevitable in many ways.discussions at a workshop, meeting or demonstration.

INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION AMONG THE  JAPAN'S IT EXPERIENCES 
ASIAN COUNTRIES

IT policy for agriculture and rural development started late in 1980s 
We have plenty of knowledge and technologies that could be in Japan but it had not been successful for a long time. The policy 
commonly shared among Asian countries, considering their gave higher priority to hardware than software, resulting in 
similarities in terms of small-scale farming and cropping systems. insufficient data resources and poor applications that were not 
Therefore, international cooperation is inevitable and highly useful enough to convince farmers of the beneficial effect of IT in 
desirable especially in the Asian countries, having the similar agriculture. Poor rural network infrastructure and IT literacy 
background of agriculture and rural development. Two major contributed to this failure. 

Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF), shows that 50% of 
farm households own personal computers (PCs) but only 10% of 
them use the PCs for farming. This number is much lower than 
that of other industries. This fact clearly indicates that farmers 
are not convinced about the benefits of IT in agriculture

The latest statistics of the Ministry of 
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international activities for agricultural information technology in been made need to be underlined.
the Asia-Pacific region started in 1998. One is the Asian Federation One of the most significant statements about the role of 
for Information Technology in Agriculture and the other is the biotechnology in furthering the fortunes of Indian agriculture was 
Agricultural Working Group of the Asia Pacific Advanced Network made in the National Agricultural Policy presented in the year 
consortium. 2000.2 The National Agricultural Policy, which presented the blue-
AFITA and related activities print for the agricultural sector for the next two decades, explored 

the options to ensure that growth of the sector is sustainable The AFITA holds an international conference every two years and 
technologically,  environmentally and economically.  has held three conferences already in Japan, Korea and China. The 
Biotechnology was seen as one of the alternatives for achieving this countries where local societies for IT in agriculture and rural 
objective.development are available are the full members of AFITA; these are 

China (Chinese Society for Agriculture Engineering, , National Agricultural Biotechnology
Engineering Research Center for Information Technology in The expected growth of consumption indicated by the rising 
Agriculture,), India (Indian Society of Agricultural Information number of seed varieties that are likely to be consumed by the 
Technology), Indonesia (Indonesian Society for Agricultural middle of the present decade suggests that agriculture is going to be 
Information), Japan (Japanese Society of Agricultural another important area for large future investment. The seed 
Informatics,), Korea (Korean Society for Agricultural industry alone could invest over Rs. 1.5 billion in the next five 
Information,), Taiwan (Taiwan Agricultural Information and years. Opportunities also exist for new investment in bio-fertilisers 
Technology Association), and Thailand (Thai Agricultural (over Rs. 200 million), biopesticides (about Rs.300 million), 
Information Network). pheromones, growth stimulants/promoters (over Rs. 500 million) 
AFITA also accepts institutional participation from countries and botanical pesticides.
without local societies as associate members; these are ICARD of In past few years, agriculture in most of the developing countries 
Vietnam, MARDI of Malaysia, UPLA of the Philippines, MAU of has been witnessing the introduction of new products, emerging 
Mongolia, BAU and BOU of Bangladesh. AFITA also has from the developments in the area of biotechnology. Biotechnology 
participants from international organizations such as FAO, has held particular promise for these countries since it was 
CGIAR, APAARI, etc. maintained that the stagnating (in some cases declining) 
APAN productivity levels seen in agriculture in developing countries 

could be reversed. In this context, advances in biotechnology offer The APAN is an NGO consortium that provides high performance 
an opportunity for growth and sustainable development of Internet links among the Asia-Pacific countries for research and 
agriculture in these countries. Moreover, several international educational purposes. The APAN also intermediates international 
initiatives have been undertaken so as to enhance the access of this research and educational collaborations that utilize the APAN 
technology to the developing countries. The relevance of this infrastructure. The APAN agricultural working group (APAN/AG-
technology for developing countries has to be seen in the light of the WG) encourages use of the high performance network for 
priorities that agro-biotech research has seen thus far. This will be agricultural research and its application.
dealt with below. The emergence of the new technologies, 

Bio Technology in Sriculture biotechnology in particular, has, however, posed serious policy 
constraints for the developing countries. The international Over more than a decade now, the prospects of Indian agriculture 
environment in which these technologies are being developed is have often been linked to the developments in the area of 
considerably different from the one, which saw the adoption of the biotechnology. This frontier technology has been seen as providing 
high yielding varieties that heralded the advent of the Green solutions to the more critical problems that the farm sector has been 
Revolution more than three decades ago. The most significant facing in recent decades. But even as solutions have been proposed, 
difference is that unlike the Green Revolution varieties, which were the technology itself has been questioned at various levels. The 
primarily developed in the public-funded organisations, firms in more serious of these questions have been raised about the possible 
the private sector are spearheading developments in biotechnology.impact of genetic engineering on human, animal and plant health, 

and more generally on the environment. The doubts about the safety  
of biotechnology, however, have been addressed at two levels. 

Refernces:
First, at the multilateral level, through the adoption of the A. Harikumar, V.S. (Ed): Advances in Agricultural Biotechnology 
Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety, and

K V Reddy:  Agriculture and rural development: a Gandhian  perspective
Secondly, by adoption of national legislation to effectively take 

T Praveen, Raj, H. Philip :Agricultural policy Planning in India
care of the biosafety concerns.

Ruddar Datt  Sundharam :  Indian economy
Biotechnology has been seen as contributing to the development of 

Yahoo and google search
Indian agriculture. Although policy pronouncements by the 
Government in this regard have been relatively few, those that have 

Integration of IT and Bio-Technology to Lead Agriculture
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There has been a quite revolution in women's participation in the The underlying occupational structure for women's)
workplace. From 1950's to 1990 onwards, almost every occupation Women's economic role and need for equality of rights and 
in every sector of the economy can point to an increase in the opportunities for economic participation is centered around three 
number of employed women. Women's participation in economic basic criteria's 
activity and production of goods and services is far greater than 

>Human rights and social justice
formal statistics might reveal, since much of it takes place in the 

>Utilization of human resourcesinformal sector as also in the house holds. Traditionally, women 
>Implication of social changehave been trained to believe that humility, submissiveness, lack of 

decisiveness etc are characteristics of women. Women cannot have equity with men as long as they are excluded 
from socially productive work. Potential of women as human As education has spread and compulsions for earning 
resources can be utilized only if they are assured full participation have grown, more and more women have started to go out of the 
in economic activities. Today the economy and the women homes and opt either for wage employment or self-employment 
movements have forced business to include women in career paths (entrepreneurial) career. In case of women the handicaps to entry 
formerly closed to them. Working Women are challenged to excel into business ownership have been for too many given by the 
in spite of all the odds which may range from inequalities in the traditional, conservative, orthodox Indian society. The process of 
work place & primary domestic responsibility to the work place breaking many of these shackles has been rather slow. However, 
where change is the only guarantee. Although there had never been changes have started taking place as far as role of women in 
a better time for women to move into management author Fannie economic development is concerned. Despite the social bias, men 
Hurst's remarks that “a woman has to be twice as good as man to and women are equal before the law. They equally deserve respect 
go half as far” still holds merit. For those women who aspire to be and the opportunity to develop their full potential.
in management it takes more than skills, such as time management, 

The four main factors that account for the rising number of 
delegation, problem solving, negotiation and assertiveness. It takes 

women's in the labour force are 
commitment, leadership and ability to set and achieve goals and 

1) The implementation of new technological processes within take risks. Women in organization cannot act like women nor can 
large scale administrative and productive systems has led to the they act like men. If they act like men, they are considered to be 
de-skilling of jobs so that highly trained male workers could be unfeminine. If they act feminine, they are considered to be weak. A 
replaced by cheaper, semi-skilled workers. very narrow band of acceptable behavior exits. They have to be lady 

like and refrain from doing the things men do to gather power and 2) The Demographic changes have enabled women to take up 
control.  paid employment; that is, they marry earlier, live longer, and 

have fewer children in shorter and earlier period of their life. Women are increasingly becoming conscious of their existence, 
their rights and work situations. But even today there are numerous 3) Women's incomes are needed to keep many families above the 
barriers and tangible obstacles women are faring in the field of poverty line
business in increasing numbers. Despite this revolution in the 

In India typically, women have been portrayed as those undertaking number of working Women's, numerous studies reveal that 
business on predictable lines  the Papad-pickle manufacturing etc. professional women face stereotyping, struggle with the bias in 
Indeed a large number of Indian women are engaged in such performance appraisal, promotion, and salary, and are confronted 
supplementary income generating activities. The base of most such with serious work/life tradeoffs as they climb the corporate ladder, 
activities has been “home” and those have been direct /indirect they are blocked in their attempts to gain access to higher 
extension of the usual household chores of an Indian women, some occupational positions. Glass ceiling and Maternal Walls are 
times a women is good  in the kitchen or as a housewife. (Table 1.1  

the 
blocks usually faced by the women in organization. Many women 

The Role of Women in the Workplace and 
Women's Career Development

Ms. Bharati Kumar
.

Ms Bharati Kumar is a Lecturer in HRM & OB at Dr. Vikhe Patil Foundation's Centre For   Management Research & Development, Pune.

Though the women's participation in the economic development of our country is much more than what the statistics may reveal, their 
journey into the business world was not that easy. The article highlights the role of women in the workplace and women's career 
development.  In the article an attempt has been made to identify the various hurdles that may come in the way of women's while 
climbing the corporate ladder some part also reflects how the corporate people make use of them in the organization. It also spreads 
some light on the main factors that account for the rising number of women's participation in the labour market. In the course of 
managing their career and their family women's face a lot of problems for which now days the big organization's are coming up with 
various alternatives to retain the talented brains in the organizations the examples of which are quoted in the article. 
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are to encounter a “glass ceiling” over their aspirations, allowing A top female executive, on the other hand, is an ideal mentor for a 
them to see where they might go but preventing them from getting young women because she can not only effectively canvass for her, 
there. The term “glass ceiling” was popularized in a1986 Wall street but can also understand the kinds of problems her mentee faces as 
Journal article describing the invisible barriers that women these are likely to be the same kind that she's faced herself. Working 
confront as they approach the top of the corporate hierarchy. Today Women are frequently advised that networking improves career 
glass ceiling has acquired a wider connotation. It has now become a success. What exactly this networking means, Networking is been 
byword for the invisible and impenetrable wall that prevents defined by Forret and Dougherty as “as individual's attempts to 
competent women, minorities and immigrants in their odyssey develop and maintain relationships with others that have the 
along their career path. potential to assist them in their work or career.” There are two 

important elements in this definition- Firstly, these relationships,  Having a child forces a women to drop out of the organization race 
although enduring over time, are expected to be less involved and for a period. Their return is not as easy as one would like to think it is 
intense, as well as more reciprocal than are mentoring relationship, owing to various reasons like  her old position may have been filled, 
Second, although one benefit of networking may be to enhance Next, in technologically sensitive industries, her knowledge may 
one's career, a second and equally important benefit of these have been outdated, or she may have a new boss to whom she has to 
relationship is that they offer an opportunity to help “process” and prove herself all over again  this time with the handicap of also 
cope with one's career. Thus networking can serve both having to care for a demanding infant.
instrumental and emotional purpose.

According to Schwartz's common observation there are two types 
Several academic pieces support these claims. Lewis and Border's of women in management  
study of 152 professional women found that networking was 

1) The career-primary women strongly related to job and life satisfaction. McDonald and Korabik 
2) The career and family women. (1991,pp.193-194) found that women working in stressful work 

related situations were more likely to cope with stress by talking to He seems to have forgotten or have over looked that category of 
others whereas men were more likely to engage in a distracting non-women who want both, but in small pieces, that inspires me to add 
work activity (avoidance). Similarly, studies at the Center for one more type of women category to the two categories as 
Research on women at Wellesley College found that networks were mentioned above - The homebound women.
crucial for both practical and emotional needs and that networking 

1) The career-primary women  These women are very much was more effective than executive search firms/consultants, job 
career minded. They are as committed as willing to sacrifice banks, university/college service and classified ads for locating 
family for career as any man. They are the potential top jobs. In sum, networking appears to both enhance women's careers 
executives  CEOs and COOs. Even if they choose to have a and provide emotional support for managing their careers. All said 
baby, they are quit content leaving the baby in someone else's so one important question still remains to be answered  Will women 
care and return to work as soon as possible after delivery. become leaders in this increasing global world? I am sure many will 

2) The homebound women  These working Women are usually give their answers as no. 
the one that men use as the brush to paint all women with. Social and psychological research theories contend that women's 
These women work for 6-7 years, and then leave to have a traits, behaviour and attitudes, to a large extent make women 
baby and never return. inappropriate to top managerial positions. The point is surely 

3) The career and family women This type is now becoming the debatable in the context of workforce that operates in a highly 
majority in the organizations. These women return after competitive business climate and a work environment where 
having a baby and now want to focus on both home and career. barriers of gender have been obliterated. From the view point of 
They're willing to make sacrifices on both the fronts, but genetics at least, science has not offered any cogent logic and 
usually end up with enormous guilt and stress. They work evidence to support the view point that female human species is 
lesser hours than their male counterpart or colleagues at work inferior to its male counterpart. The above facts establish the point 
and spend less time with their baby at home than other mothers that there exist some barriers to women's career progression, call it 
do. And yet, they have absolutely no time left over for glass ceiling or call it with any other name. But the silver lining is 

stthemselves. They are caught in a vicious circle of work and that organizations in the 21  century are becoming sensitive to the 
home. At work when they leave early, they are resented, and at fact that if their objective of business enterprise is economic 
home, they don't get enough time to meet their child's productivity that has vibrant social fabric then terms like glass 
requirement. ceiling should not find a place in their business lexicon.  

No body in the management is trying to look deep into the problems When one looks at the number of women holding top management 
of working Women. Currently, women working in management are position it comes out to be only 3 percent. But can companies afford 
handicapped by not having mentors to guide them and canvass for to continue with the male dominated leadership is another 
them in the senior management. If a woman has a male mentor, important question that needs to be answered. As Rosabeth Moss 
gossip usually link them both romantically, and any canvassing on Kanter suggests, “Letting a talent rise to the top, regardless of 
her behalf is seen in this light. This can create stresses in the mentor- where it is found and whether it is male or female, is essential to 
mentee relationship-especially if both are married. business success.” When it comes to work places, employers have a 
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great role to play. They need to shed off their biases towards women companies take to harness the skills of more and more educated and 
and learn to treat gender diversity as an asset to groom functional talented women for executive jobs? What should be the extent and 
teams that can serve corporate objectives better. When one takes a quality of incentives for them to attract their interest, and thereafter, 
look at the present scenario one sees that the workforce everywhere ensure their continued loyalty? What kind of women friendly 
in the world has changed. With all the problems and obstacles the policies should they adopt to keep the environment conflict-free for 
number of senior women managers seems to be swelling. Today's women workers so that they can perform at their best?
Woman has an air of confidence around her that has been acquired Pondering over the questions mentioned in the above paragraph 
after years of hard work. They have developed passion for work and does not mean that organizations or companies are not women-
success. friendly. The websites of certain companies like Birla Sunlife 
A few successful women in India are : Seema Luthra, the newly  explicitly talk about the glass ceiling that Women in India face and 
designated President and Chief Executive Officer of Galileo India, offer flexi-time and part time careers as insurance advisors. In fact 
one of the world's leading providers of electronic global many companies have been instrumental in helping women achieve 
distribution services; Shruti Bajpai, Director, Marketing, HBO success. Many companies have been providing conveniences to 
South Asias;Nalini Gupta, General Manager (India) for South women like statutory maternity leave, flexible working hours, 
African Airways; Latika Thukral, Business Head, Citibank's Auto- working from home, allowing women transfer easily (when the 
Associates Citifinancial Services; Joyti Mahendru, Vice President  husband move) or even been open to women choosing alternate 
HR and Training at the Barista Coffee Company Ltd, the list can go career tracks within the organization itself. Today it is recognized 
on with names like Anu Aga, Lila Poonawala, and many more. This more than ever before that happy employees stay committed to the 
is certainly not the complete list I am sure there are lot more who organization and that to keep the employees happy means 
have faced many challenges in their work life and are enjoying the understanding and appreciating work and non- work aspects of an 
fruits of their hard work. employee's life. The organizations are accepting the fact that 

women bring with them a difference in approach and attitude to The inference that can be drawn from this is that the 
work place.companies/organizations are formulating policies to attract and 

retain the best women talent available. Its time for many companies 
to ponder over a few questions like-What measures should the 
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Key Words: Data Mining, Data Classification, Clustering, and also a detailed survey on existing algorithms is made and the 
Principal Component Analysis. scalability of some of the existing classification algorithms 

examined.   INTRODUCTION
! k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm 

The term “classification” is frequently used as an algorithm for all 
! Decision Tree.

data mining tasks. Instead, it is best to use the term to refer to the 
! DNF Rulescategory of supervised learning algorithms used to search 
! Neural networksinteresting data patterns. While classification algorithms have 

become very popular and ubiquitous in DM research, it is just but ! Genetic algorithms
one of the many types of algorithms available to solve a specific ! Bayesian networks
type of DM task. ! Rough and Fuzzy Sets

Scalability refers to the ability of data mining algorithms to work BACKGROUND STUDY
under increasingly large databases. Because data mining deals with The Grouping step represents the organization of patterns into 
large databases, scalability is a desirable feature. clusters based on pattern similarity [3]. There are many clustering 

methods available, and each of them may give a different grouping Literally, scalability means that as a system gets larger, its 
of a dataset. The choice of a particular method will depend on the performance improves correspondingly. For data mining, 
type of output desired, the known performance of the method with scalability means that by taking advantage of parallel database 
particular types of data, the hardware and software facilities management systems and additional CPUs, one can solve a wide 
available and the size of the dataset. [8]The taxonomy of clustering range of problems without the need to change the underlying data 
algorithms can be seen in the Figure 1.mining environment. One can work with more data, build more 

models, and improve the accuracy by simply adding additional 
CPUs. Ideally, scalability should be linear or better. For example, if 
one double the number of CPUs in a parallel system, one can build 
twice as many models in the same amount of time, or the same 
number of models in half the time.

Classification algorithms rely on human supervision to train it 
self to classify data into pre-defined categorical classes. For 
example, given classes of patients that correspond to medical 
treatment responses, identify most responsive forms of treatment 
for the patient .

The following list shows some of the categories of classification 
algorithms generally used in data mining applications. In this 

 Figure 1: Taxonomy of clustering approachesdissertation these categories of algorithms are addressed in detail 
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A Simple Paradigm for Improving Clustering 
Performance of Classical Clustering Algorithms 
using Principal Component Analysis.
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The classification of large data sets is an important problem in data mining and data warehousing applications.  For a database with a 
number of records and a set of classes that each record belongs to one of the given classes. The problem of classification is to decide the 
class to which a given record belongs. The classification problem is also concerned with generating a description or model for each class 
from the given data set. In a database with more number of records and more set of classes, the traditional classification or clustering 
algorithms certainly fails because most of them are not scalable. In addition, if the dimension of the data increases, then the problem 
becomes more complex and takes a very long time to get a meaningful result. In this paper a simple paradigm for PCA based data 
classification system, used for classifying huge multidimensional data using normal K-Means Algorithm, has been presented. The 
performance of the system has been improved in terms of speed. The classification performance of the proposed system was tested with a 
huge multidimensional data set. Several tests were made on the system and overall significant results were achieved. The arrived results 
were significant comparable.
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As shown in the Figure-1 clustering methods may be divided into terminology that we are using, the algorithm has converged 
two categories based on the cluster structure which they produce. completely when C(i) and C(i  1) are identical. For configurations 
The non-hierarchical methods divide a dataset of N objects into M where no point is equidistant to more than one center, the above 
clusters, with or without overlap. convergence condition can always be reached.  This convergence 

property along with its simplicity adds to the attractiveness of the k-These methods are sometimes divided into partitioning methods, in 
means algorithm. which the classes are mutually exclusive, and the less common 

clumping method, in which overlap is allowed. Each object is a The naïve k-means needs to perform a large number of "nearest-
member of the cluster with which it is most similar however the neighbor" queries for the points in the dataset. If the data is 'd' 
threshold of similarity has to be defined. The hierarchical methods dimensional and there are 'N' points in the dataset, the cost of a single 
produce a set of nested clusters in which each pair of objects or iteration is O(kdN). As one would have to run several iterations, it is 
clusters are progressively nested in a larger cluster until only one generally not feasible to run the naïve k-means algorithm for large 
cluster remains. The hierarchical methods can be further divided number of points.  
into agglomerative or divisive methods. In agglomerative methods, Sometimes the convergence of the centroids (i.e. C(i) and C(i+1) 
the hierarchy is built up in a series of N-1 agglomerations, or being identical) takes several iterations. Also in the last several 
Fusion, of pairs of objects, beginning with the un-clustered dataset. iterations, the centroids move very little. As running the expensive 
The less common divisive methods begin with all objects in a single iterations so many more times might not be efficient, we need a 
cluster and at each of N-1 steps divide some clusters into two measure of convergence of the centroids so that we stop the iterations 
smaller clusters, until each object resides in its own cluster [6]. when the convergence criteria are met. Distortion is the most widely 
Naïve k-means algorithm accepted measure.

One of the most popular heuristics for solving the k-means problem Principal Components Analysis 
is based on a simple iterative scheme for finding a locally optimal In this paper Principal Component Analysis(PCA) is used for 
solution. This algorithm is often called the k-means algorithm reducing the dimension of the original multidimensional data[7]. 
[2][14]. There are a number of variants of this algorithm, so to The dimensionality reduction is also used for plotting the data in to a 
clarify which version we are using, we will refer to it as the naïve k- two dimensional space. Reducing dimensionality combines 
means algorithm as it is much simpler compared to the other variables that have a linear relationship therefore reducing two 
algorithms described here. This algorithm is also referred to as the variables to one.  By combining two variables we reduce the ability 
Lloyd's algorithm. to investigate the interrelationship between all the variables[4][5].
The naive k-means algorithm partitions the dataset into 'k' subsets PCA assumes that all the variability in a process should be used in the 
such that all records, from now on referred to as points, in a given analysis therefore it becomes difficult to distinguish the important 
subset "belong" to the same center [11]. Also the points in a given variable from the less important. 
subset are closer to that center than to any other center. The 

Principal Components:partitioning of the space can be compared to that of Voronoi 
partitioning except that in Voronoi partitioning one partitions the A data set , () is summarized as a linear combination of orthonormal 
space based on distance and here we partition the points based on vectors (called principal components):  
distance. 

where  is a vector valued function,  is the mean of the data ,  and   is 
The algorithm keeps track of the centroids of the subsets, and an  matrix with orthonormal columns.  The mapping  provides a low-
proceeds in simple iterations[12][13]. The initial partitioning is dimensional projection of the vectors   if . 
randomly generated, that is, we randomly initialize the centroids to 

The PCA estimates the projection matrix  minimizing
some points in the region of the space. In each iteration step, a new 
set of centroids is generated using the existing set of centroids 
following two very simple steps. Let us denote the set of centroids 
after the ith iteration by C(i). The following operations are 
performed in the steps:

(i) Partition the points based on the centroids C(i),  that is, find the 
centroids to which each of the points in the dataset belongs. 
The points are partitioned based on the Euclidean distance 
from the centroids. 

(ii) Set a new centroid c(i+1)   C (i+1)  to be the mean of all the 
points that are  closest to c(i)  C (i) The new location of the 
centroid in a particular partition is referred to as the new 
location of the old centroid.  

The algorithm is said to have converged when recomputing the 
Figure 2:  The first principal componentpartitions does not result in a change in the partitioning. In the 
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Figure-2 depicts the first principal component is an axis in the 
direction of maximum variance.

original data set of dimension D contains highly correlated 
variables, then there is an effective dimensionality, d < D, that 
explains most of the data. The presence of only a few components Properties of PCA
of d makes it easier to label each dimension with an intuitive 

Principal components have the following optimal properties in the meaning. Furthermore, it is more efficient to operate on fewer 
class of linear functions :  variables in subsequent analysis.  

!The principal component  provide a linear approximation that Using the built-in functions of Matlab we can do PCA in simple 
represent the maximum variance of the original data in a low- steps or even in one step with new versions of Matlab.
dimensional projection.

THE PROPOSED METHOD
! They also provide the best low-dimensional 

There are so many methods for data classification. Generally the linear representation in the sense that the total sum of squared 
selection of a particular method may depend on the application. The distances from data points to their projections in the space is 
selection of a particular methodology for data classification may minimized:
depend on the volume of data and the number of classes present in 

! If the mapping functions  and  are restricted to that data. Further, the classification algorithms are designed in a 
the class of linear functions, the composition  provides the best customary for a specific purpose to solve a particular classification 
(i.e., minimum emprical risk) approximation to the data. scenario.  

! PCA is most appropriate for normal / elliptical In a database with more number of records and  more set of classes, 
distributions (where linear PCA approach provides the best the traditional classification or clustering algorithms  certainly fail 
possible solution) since most of them are not scalable. 

Consequently, Principle Component Analysis (PCA) replaces the In addition, if the dimension of the data increases, then the problem 
original variables of a data set with a smaller number of becomes more complex and takes a very long time to get a 
uncorrelated variables called the principle components. If the meaningful result. In this paper, a simple paradigm for PCA based 

Figure 3:  
Preparing Transformation Matrix using PCA

Figure 4: 
Finding Class Labels using Transformation Matr

Diagrams Explaining  Proposed System
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data classification system, used for classifying huge 
multidimensional data using normal K-Means is presented. 

The proposed paradigm uses PCA for dimensionality reduction.

30 0.72 0.70 0.78 0.77

The proposed Algorith

!Prepare N Number of D dimensional data  which belongs to  C 
Number of classes.

!Randomly sample n number of data form N from all the classes.

! Prepare a Transformation Matrix using PCA.

! Reduce the dimension of the N data using the transformation 
matrix and prepare another N data of  d number of dimension.

! Apply K-Means clustering algorithm and classify the Original 
N data and  this will give a set of new class labels L1.

! Apply K-Means clustering algorithm and classify the reduced 
dimensional N data and this will give a set of new class labels 
L2.

!.Compare the Rand Index (A measure of accuracy for 
classification) of the Class labels L1 and L2 with the original 

40 0.74 0.72 0.80 0.73Class labels L and estimate the accuracy of calculation.

! Prepare new data with some other dimension and repeat all the 
steps from 2 to 7.

! Display all the findings in graphical as well as text form.

Figure-3 explains the overall idea of multi dimensional data 
classification.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The proposed model of the clustering system has been designed and 
implemented on MATLAB under Windows operating system. The 
performance with respect to time taken for clustering the proposed 
algorithm decreases as dimensionality increases from 30 when 
compare to the existing K-means algorithm which is shown in the 
table 1 fig.5 and fig.6.  The performance of the proposed model of 
clustering was ascertained based on two parameters.  1.  Time taken 

50 0.78 0.70 0.75 0.80for clustering. 2.  Rand index of clusters.  The time taken for 
clustering and Rand index of clusters were implement under 60 0.96 0.73 0.79 0.78
different dimensionalities from 1 to 60. The results of the 

Figure 5:   Clustering Performance Graph   
experiments were represented in table 1.  The table 1 describes the 
time taken for clustering and Rand index of clusters for proposed 
system for different dimensionalities starting from 10 till 60.  Further Figure 6:   Clustering Performance Graph
these values are compared with the existing K-means clusters.  

V CONCLUSION AND SCOPE FOR FURTHER 
The quality of classification (measured by rand index) is more or ENHANCEMENTS
less same in both cases.

It is inferred from the table that the time taken for clustering under 
Table 1: The Results proposed system decreases when compare to K-means clustering 

for higher dimensionalities (from 30).  Further in Rand index of Dim                 Attained Results in several runs
clusters did not show much difference between the existing and 

Time Taken for Clustering Rand index of Calculated  
proposed system.  It is concluded from the study that the proposed and True Classes
system is better than the existing system because of its reduction in 

KMeans Proposed KMeans Proposed time for clustering for higher dimensionalities.  
10 0.54 0.60 0.79 0.81 The proposed model of the clustering system has been successfully 
20 0.56 0.71 0.83 0.78 designed and implemented on MATLAB under Windows operating 

system in a normal PC. The scope of this work is to improve the 
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Research is a vital sphere of activity in academics and in business. It being observed. In essence, the aim of much marketing research is 
is broadly categorized into two major streams of quantitative and to describe and explain complex, social science phenomena.  In the 
qualitative research. The former grows out of a tradition that places existing marketing literature it is hard to find many empirical 
a premium on numbers that represent opinions, facts or concepts. studies that have used a theory-building approach. Summers  
The traditional view is that qualitative enquiry examines data (2001) castigates the discipline of marketing for being content with 
which are narrative while quantitative enquiry examines data borrowing theory from other disciplines such as economics, 
which are numbers (Easterby-Smith et al., 1991). Qualitative psychology and sociology.  Scholars have argued that research in 
research concentrates on words and observations to capture reality marketing has historically emphasized deductive processes in 
and endeavors to describe people and associated phenomenon in many cases, applying these processes prematurely, before an 
natural settings. Qualitative methodology is primarily directed to adequate understanding of the operating concepts has been 
understanding the complex and the elusive in a systemic developed (Deshpande, 1983; Bonoma, 1985). However, the 
perspective, more than to establish unambiguous cause and effect qualitative methodologies such as field interviews and in-depth 
relationships between single variables. It is built on the belief that case studies are essential to developing theory in marketing 
life cannot be broken down into well-defined elements. Reality is (Gummesson, 2002; Zaltman et al., 1982), yet very few rigorous 
more than the sum of its parts; there are also synergy effects. qualitative studies are published in any of the leading academic 

marketing journals. Despite its general acceptance in marketing Scientific research paradigms are overall conceptual frameworks 
research, qualitative method still suffers from an ambivalent image within which some researchers work, that is, a paradigm is a world-
persisting among many practitioners (Burton and Patterson, 1999; view or “a set of linked assumptions about the world which is 
Coldwell, 1990) and academics alike (de Ruyter and Scholl, 1998). shared by a community of scientists investigating the world” 
Overall, the qualitative methods are least understood and most (Deshpande, 1983). It is believed that quantitative researchers 
criticized research methods today (Ellram, 1996; Donellan, 1995); subscribe to a “positivist” paradigm of science, while qualitative 
criticized more for how researchers have used them and less for researchers subscribe to a “relativist” paradigm. Guba and Lincoln 
their flaws (Gilgun, 1994; Langer, 1999).(1994) argue that the choice of research paradigm, rather than the 

choice of research method is the overriding concern. There has been an ongoing debate over the comparative virtues of 
each of these  research streams and unfortunately, often one is Inductive reasoning and deductive reasoning are the two general 
painted to be more virtuous at the expense of the other.  However, in approaches to reasoning which may result in the acquisition of new 
majority of the situations qualitative research is at the receiving knowledge. Inductive reasoning starts with observations and 
end. Even in academics, the coverage of qualitative research on attempts to establish generalisations about the phenomenon under 
many business courses is often limited to just one or two sessions investigation to build a theory. Deductive reasoning on the other 
and a single chapter in a market research text (Catterall, 1998). hand is a theory testing process, which commences with an 
Inherent in this dichotomy is the view that quantitative enquiry established theory or generalization, and seeks to see if the theory 
generally adopts a deductive process, while qualitative enquiry applies to specific instances.
generally adopts an inductive process.

Essentially, positivism predominates in science and assumes that 
Practioners and academicians believe that qualitative research is science quantitatively measures independent facts about a single 
supplementary to quantitative research. It is a form of preliminary, apprehensible reality (Tsoukas, 1989). In other words, the data and 
exploratory research that paves the way for the real research  'a its analysis are value-free and data do not change because they are 
quantitative study' (Morgan and Krueger 1993). The number of 

Qualitative Research  a Poor Cousin of 
Quantitative Research? 

S. P. Kasande
...

The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the comparative roles of quantitative and qualitative research approaches in marketing 
research. The author posits that qualitative research has immense potential and has been neglected by academicians and practitioners 
alike. However, it has an increasing role to play in the present competitive milieu. The author advocates that qualitative research must 
gain its rightful place in the repertoire of research techniques available to a researcher. The author seeks to dispel a misconception that 
the qualitative research lacks objectivity and methodological robustness. The article also highlights the role of qualitative research in 
theory building in marketing  a much-neglected area.

S. P. Kasande is Assistant Professor of Marketing at Dr. Vikhe Patil Foundation's Centre for Management Research & Development,
Pune 
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scientific studies that use quantitative methods far outnumber the more research and collect more data (“get all the facts”) we will 
number of studies using a qualitative approach. This relative eliminate uncertainty and risk and make rational decisions. Infact 
advantage stems from the fact that quantitative research techniques this step motherly treatment is also evident in the number of pages 
can more aptly be used for hypothesis testing. Quantitative research devoted to analysis and interpretation in most research reports, 
methods and techniques provide better conditions for “strict” wherein data analysis consumes most of the space. The term 
scientific testing. However, formalised mathematical language is “analysis” is primarily associated with techniques and research 
no guarantee for objectivity, and lying with statistics is a popular designs that are explicit and rigorous and can be replicated by 
past-time of many researchers. Qualitative research aims at others, that is primarily quantitative research. Interpretation is more 
generating new hypotheses. It is inherently more creative and linked with qualitative approaches. Its process is not as explicit, 
therefore much more difficult to get a grip on. transparent and orderly as in analysis, and replication is more 

difficult.There are many issues, both in academicia and practice, which 
qualitative researchers are grappling with for several years and may Advocates of the quantitative school fail to appreciate the 
continue to do so in years to come. adaptability and flexibility lent by qualitative research methods and 

techniques, the critical role in helping the researcher to become One fundamental issue is the definitional issue. Practitioners define 
familiar with the field and consider the dimensions involved, the qualitative research by what it is not; quantitative or measurement 
extent of experiential learning involved, the contribution towards research (Robson and Foster, 1989). On similar lines, academic 
development of new themes, ideas and topics allowing the researchers define qualitative research as non-positivist. This may 
researcher to begin to see connections and the influences on the be an off shoot of the plurality of philosophies and theories that 
phenomena or topic of interest. Furthermore, researcher immersion underpin qualitative work as well as the variety possible in general 
in the phenomenon throughout the study aids understanding of the research approaches, strategies and designs.  A point-by-point 
whole context in which the phenomenon takes place. The comparison of qualitative and quantitative research (Malhotra, 
usefulness of qualitative research is not determined by how many 1996), oversimplifies the differences between the two and fails to 
consumers say something but by what is being said and how it is capturing the diversity in qualitative research approaches 
being said. It is less about the power of numbers but is more about (Atkinson, 1995). Various perspectives, such as the positivist, post-
the power of words and images.positivist, humanist, structural and postmodernist perspectives can 

help to clarify and delineate the field.  Other matters such as the It can be argued that there are times when qualitative techniques are 
selection of respondents, aspects of efficient and effective inappropriate to the research goal, or appropriate only in certain 
sampling, the multiple roles of the qualitative researcher and the portions of a research project. However, quantitative techniques too 
issue of preliminary versus definitive findings need to be do not have universal applicability. Although quantitative 
addressed. techniques may be used to measure “reality” rather precisely, they 

often suffer from a lack of good descriptive material of the type A desirable property of scholarly research is that the reader can 
which brings the information to life.follow the actions and thoughts of the researcher. Considering the 

large amount of data and links between them that are common in Quantitative and qualitative research processes are not by nature 
qualitative applications, for example, in case study research, as well antagonistic, although their advocates may be (Van Maanen 2000). 
as the researcher's implicit paradigm, pre-understanding and tacit Meaning and interpretation are required to attach significance to 
knowledge, it is often not possible to make all steps in the analysis counts and classifications and these are fundamentally qualitative 
transparent to the consumer of the research. matters. The two approaches are then bound together, neither 

capturing truth alone nor triumphing over the other.Critics of qualitative research often argue that qualitative research 
does not meet the demands of validity and reliability, criteria which Cooper and Patterson (1995) argue that the future of qualitative 
are generally regarded as the cornerstone of any research. Indeed, market research will depend on a greater understanding of what 
as a result of the relative freedom and lack of structure and rigour qualitative research is about and how it can inform marketing 
characteristic of most qualitative research methods, it is easy to decisions. There is an increasing number of authors who argue that 
question validity and reliability in their traditional sense (Kirk and qualitative research should focus on developing criteria. 
Miller, 1986; Warren, 1991; Warren and Cragg, 1991). Thus, when Fundamental research is also conducted into the quality 
qualitative market research is judged on the same parameters as requirements (i.e. validity and reliability) of qualitative research 
those employed to judge quantitative research (Sykes, 1990) it will (Sykes, 1991).
always be found wanting (Atkinson, 1995). Qualitative research is no longer viewed as merely “speculative”, 
The history of qualitative market research is a story of success and or “soft”, as was generally held to be the case by many in the past. 
triumph over adversity (Achenbaum, 1995). Inspite of the fact that There is a steady increase in the number of qualitative papers 
every researcher should fashion his or her individual research appearing in the premier research journals. There is increasing 
approach, in a way that suits the personality of the researcher, acknowledgement, not only in academic circles, but also among 
qualitative research is often referred to as disreputable research, a marketing practitioners, of the need for the application of 
field with which successful people do not want to be associated. qualitative methodologies in their truest and most fundamental 
Many researchers seem to live in a scholarly dream that if we just do sense in order to gain valid insights, develop theory and aid 
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effective decision making. (Satlow, 1989). It is also embraced by Complexity, ambiguity, fuzziness, chaos, change, uncertainty and 
management consultants and public policy makers. unpredictability are characteristics of the prevalent business 

environment. In fact, a great deal of everyday marketing research is Spackman et al (2000) identify a number of possible reasons for 
concerned with understanding the diversity found within a market: this, which include a growing appreciation of the nature, role and 
a search for possibilities, rather than probabilities. In such an value of this type of research (insight, depth, holistic picture, can be 
environment,  qualitative research proves to be specifically used to help evaluate, etc.), more projects in new markets requiring 
appropriate because of its holistic dimension. While exploratory research, more qualitative research agencies that offer 
acknowledging that, “no study can capture an entire culture or specialisms or expert knowledge of an area and a shift away from 
group” (Fetterman, 1989), the holistic orientation “...forces the the positivist demand for measurements. 
fieldworker to see beyond an immediate cultural scene or event in a 

In a world of technological and product parity, manufacturers or classroom, hospital room, plant, office, city street” (Fetterman, 
service providers are finding it increasingly difficult to come up 1989). It “allows researchers to directly experience the world of 
with a unique market positioning and even if they can conjure one informants and all of its variations. Living through the 'highs' and 
such thing it is almost always very short lived. Marketers crave for 'lows' of their lives allows the researcher to know the phenomenon 
insights in the perception of the individual customers. Qualitative under investigation in a way that few other methodologies permit” 
research is especially suited to provide such information. (Hill, 1993). This presents the opportunity to generate “thick 
Qualitative data consist of “detailed descriptions of events, description” (Geertz, 1973) and explanation of phenomena, 
situations and interactions between people and things providing actions, processes and experiences within an holistic context, 
depth and detail” (Patton, 1980). Such data are “symbolic, providing the reader with “a road map” to help him or her 
contextually embedded, cryptic, and reflexive, standing for nothing understand the complex nature of the field. The experiential nature 
so much as their readiness or stubbornness to yield to a meaningful of qualitative research, combined with the experiential learning of 
interpretation and response” (Patton, 1980). the researcher, allows deeper understanding throughout the 

research to evolve and build on earlier work.The advances in information technology have resulted in data 
explosion and information (?) overload. Increasingly, therefore, Rigorous research techniques need to be combined with such 
marketers feel the need to turn to qualitative research to look human qualities as intuition, common sense, experience, sound 
beyond the numbers and derive meaning. Developments in the judgement, wisdom, insights, tacit knowledge, empathy and ethics. 
areas of telecommunications and information technology, have A key to qualitative research analysis is comparison. Data are 
contributed to the growth of qualitative research (Fielding and Lee, compared with data, with existing theory, and with results from 
1991). Teleconferencing facilities can now be used to collect data. previous research. This continuous comparison is part of a sense-
Product, packaging , communication or other concepts can making process where patterns are formed and turned into 
immediately be adjusted on the basis of respondent reactions so that concepts, categories and eventually theories. In qualitative research 
pre-test-research is becoming more effective. Advanced software the researcher remains the most important instrument and whether 
packages available for content analysing respondent reactions are we acknowledge it or not, analysis/interpretation is dependent on 
speeding up the data analysis phase too. the individual's intuition. Intuition is often scorned at as anti-

science, but good intuition means that we quickly process and Morse (1994) deals extensively with various types of qualitative 
synthesize data and draw conclusions based on the enormous research. Denzin and Lincoln (1994) too highlight many methods 
masses of data and linkages which reside in our brains.and applications of qualitative research. Qualitative research 

provides insights through a process consisting of analysis and Conclusion:
meaningful integration of views expressed by respondents 

A balance of induction and deduction is required in all research. (Spiggle, 1994). It does not measure. Attitudes and behaviour are 
Extreme induction could deprive the researcher of useful experienced as a whole (Gestalt), partly consciously, partly 
theoretical perspectives and concepts which can help guide subconsciously. They are separated into bits and pieces, assigned to 
exploration of a phenomenon; extreme deduction could preclude abstract dimensions, meanings, motivations, associations and 
the researcher from developing new theory. Advocating either emotions and finally integrated into one overall picture that can be 
extreme is undesirable. The research process should proceed by an used to guide the marketing policy of organisations. Qualitative 
interplay of inductive and deductive processes, commencing with research is a questioning search and a search for questions at the 
an inductive phase of enquiry before proceeding to theory-testing. same time. Data collection and data analysis take place 

simultaneously. Qualitative research needs to be looked at afresh, not in contrast to 
the quantitative research approach but as an independent approach Qualitative methods are “an array of interpretative techniques 
in itself. Qualitative research has immense potential to enhance the which seek to describe, decode, translate and otherwise come to 
practioners' understanding of complex, dynamic market terms with the meaning, not the frequency” (Van Maanen 1979). 
phenomenon and consumer behaviour. For marketing scholars, Qualitative researchers claim to know relatively little about what a 
qualitative research can help in genuine theory-building to alleviate given piece of observed behaviour means until they have developed 
the criticism that marketing does not have a theory of its own and a description of the context in which the behaviour takes place and 
borrows from diverse disciplines. attempt to see that behaviour from the position of its originator. 
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Introduction: It is heartening to see MBA students say, “I want to Academic Entrepreneurship [AE]
be an entrepreneur.” For a country where, till recently, every Harvard University recently stuck down a long-standing ban on 
student appearing for the board exam was an aspiring doctor, operating business out of dornroom because they feared losing 
engineer or civil servant, it is quite a transformation. student entrepreneurs to Stanford or Columbia.
This is new resurgent India, sure of itself and confident of 'Vanity Fair magazine' has coined a new word 'enfantrepreneurs' for 
challenging the best. It is part of the whole impact of liberalization the entrepreneurs operating business from the dorn rooms. 
and globalization. Economic reforms and the process of 

AE in a generic sense refers to the variety of ways in which liberalization has been the key to unlocking the potential of various 
academicians can go beyond their traditional role, that of sectors in the country. It has put forward the need for a more open 
'knowledge building' and initiate, support and participate in the and market oriented economy.
entrepreneurship development process. 

More than anything else, it is the impact of all these changes on the 
It refers to the leadership role of educational institutions in 'mindset' of average Indians that signals the triumph of the process. 
commercialization of the 'developed knowledge'.  It is evident from the fact that the current generations of business 

leaders no longer belong to the metro alone. A lot of young The term AE was first used in the study on 'Incentives for Academic 
entrepreneurs are being motivated to try and establish enterprises Entrepreneurship ' by researchers Magnus Henrikson and Nathan 
that create employment, catalyze growth, and transform lives. They Rosenberg. [Ref. Management Education volume X01X pg. 6-8.] 
are neither fearful of change nor of the radical shifts the new Entrepreneurship development through training interventions was 
technology can bring. Most of them exhibit a balanced combination started way back in 1969. Prof. David Mc'Clelland and his team 
of education and entrepreneurial drive with an eagerness to change conducted the path-breaking 'Kakinada Experiments in 
and innovate. This is especially true with graduates from different entrepreneurship' in India. He presented two theories 
disciplines that are trained to be managers, the MBAs.

1. High degree of 'achievement motivation' is desirable for 
The ideas, talents, skills and knowledge that promote successful entrepreneurship and it can be developed through 
entrepreneurship are evident in MBAs. They seem to be well suited 'training.'
for entrepreneurial activity. They are technologically precocious 

2. Other factors of personality can also be developed through [intelligent] and are comfortable with it. They are passionate, 
training. inquisitive and want to challenge constrains and craft progress. 

They think differently, are independent and work as free agents. There are three major reasons or efficacy in teaching 
Most of them gain some kind of work experience while they are still entrepreneurship as a subject to the students of management course.
students. They work on projects, where they are encouraged to 

 
select a particular problem and arrive at a viable solution for it, 

1. MBA students can be groomed for entrepreneurship. through an empirical study.  

MBA students get the required honing in management skills; they They gear themselves to be able to play a vital role in our country's 
are taught to be analytical, they are exposed to the industrial arena, development.
they get trained in non-technical/soft skills, they are exposed to 

Today, India is one of the first investment destinations. It's the 
management experiences, etc. All this knowledge, skills, 

second fastest growing GDP in the world after China. Our forex 
competencies [KSAs] are very supportive inputs for 

reserves are healthy. Many Indian companies are competing with or 
entrepreneurship. A trained manager who is well equipped to take 

complementing the best in the world. India is poised to emerge as 
the risk & manage it and is motivated too, is a very desirable 

one of the most developed nations by 2020. Indian economy is 
combination for success in entrepreneurship.

expected to grow 6% to 8% over the next few years. These 
Example: The new generation industrialists like Mr. Anil Ambani economic reforms would handsomely reward entrepreneurs. They 
Ms. Sulajja Motvani, Mr. Rajeev Bajaj, are all management have attractive incentives, for continually creating new 
graduates and are proving to be entrepreneurs in their own right.   propositions and innovating on existing ones. 

In addition to the traditional entrepreneurs there are many 
alternatives working and behaving like traditional entrepreneurs, 2. MBA students can be groomed for Intrapreneurship.
like corporate backed venture pin offs, joint ventures, 

Those MBAs who decide to join corporate world, need to be intrapreneurial units, and partnering arrangements and Academic 
creative and innovative too. New management concepts and Entrepreneurship [AE]. 
demands like flat organizations, teamwork culture, SMART 

The sprit of entrepreneurship- the notion of human progress, management style, professional approach, global competition; 
development and change- motivate and energize people. wafer thin profit margins, strategic approach to organization's 
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development, lean and thin management team and many more risk of product and resources obsolescence. This intensifies 
would expect the MBAs to be more original and risk taking. The pressures to produce within the growing framework of shortened 
professional training should not create blindfolds and act as hurdles decision windows. To generate strategic advantage in a competitive 
for their growth. This is one of the major skepticisms or pitfalls of market is not an easy job. Only 'entrepreneurial sprits' of their 
professional education. As Mr. Kumar Mangalam Birla recently employees would be able to generate the kind of interventions from 
pointed out in one of his interviews to Economic Times, “ Its better the management that have the strength to convert these threats into 
to emphasize on excellence than perfection.” Corporates are opportunities.
prepared to encourage innovation, reward failures and promote It is inevitable for the corporates to retain and nurture the 
risk-taking. They are geared to renew corporate vision and culture 'entrepreneurial sprit' of at least MBAs who have learnt and have 
to accommodate the beliefs generating out of this strategy. They developed these skills during their course.
work to develop policies, practices, procedures and rules and 

Personal level. All the turmoil in the economic environment has a regulations that are unique and not been tried before. 
dark side too. There are threats, which may be quite unmanageable 

Example: IBM's innovative policies towards accommodating for people. Insecurities in the current Job, obsolescence of skills & 
working mothers with their jobs protected. [Times of India, January competencies, experiences becoming irrelevant or out of context, th25  2006. 'Millennium Moms.' It helps the working mothers to drastic changes in the societal values and norms making ones 
balance work and personal life with panache] believes go over the top, the rat race creating unmanageable stress, 
Another possibility that is experienced is, after gaining enough boredom generated because of lack of suitable or viable 
experience and may be after outgrowing their 'work arena scope' opportunities. All these, combined with ambitions to accomplish 
these intrapreneurs eventually may desire to go independent and be high goals, may generate frustration in talented people. The 
on their own. 'entrepreneurial sprit' would help to survive and thrive for 

excellence once again. By retaining entrepreneurial sprit Example: Mr. Vivek Paul, ex-Vice Chairman and CEO of Wipro 
intentionally and objectively 'Bounce back quotient' in the Technologies, has a venture capital outfit as an entrepreneur.
employees can be built. 

His predecessor Mr. Ashok Soota had left Wipro [1999] to start 
st'Mindtree.'  [Ref. Financial Express, Friday, 1  July 2005, pg. 1]

Some of the major areas that can be covered and examined in AE are 

1. Human Capital Formation and incentive to become an 3. MBA students need to be trained, to retain the entrepreneurial 
entrepreneur.spirit.

2. Develop a support system to successfully launch entrepreneurs Corporate level. The global economy is creating profound and 
and help them to  progress.substantial changes for organizations and industries throughout the 

world, forcing them to carefully examine their purpose and to 3. Bridging the gap between academia and the industrial sector. 
design strategies to satisfy their multiple stakeholders. The task of 
management is to be aware of the changing scenario. The changes 

1. Human Capital Formation and Incentive to become an are because of a variety of pressing problems, like --
entrepreneur.

! Increased global competition.
The management institutions could make constructive efforts to 

! Continual downsizing at corporate level, seeking greater build the right mindset, attitudes, values in their students along with 
efficiency. the knowledge required to be an entrepreneur.

! Dramatic changes in the market place, leading to fragmented Building awareness: They can begin by building awareness of 
markets. entrepreneurship as a career option. For this, various tools and 

! Perceived weaknesses in the traditional methods of corporation techniques could be used. Few suggestions are, 
management, which guide managerial practices. The security 1. Case studies of successful entrepreneurs as well as failed 
of traditional management practices and their relevance is being entrepreneurial ventures may be discussed and analyzed in the 
questioned. class.

! The migration of innovative-minded employees who are 2. Interactions of students with successful entrepreneurs may be 
descanted with bureaucratic organizations, resulting in arranged. The interaction can be extended further by offering 
changing decision constituencies. consultancy to them, working on their live projects, helping 

! Technology life cycles getting shorter, technological advances them to improve efficiency in their unit etc.  
leap frogging one another. 3. Literature on the subject in the form of books, journals, project 

! Less predictable economic environment and therefore, reports, audio-video material, and internet facilities may be 
diminishing opportunity streams. made available to the students in a well-equipped library. The 

library can also arrange activities like 'book-reviews' to ! Changing societal environment.
generate interest in entrepreneurship. 

! Continually rising legal standards and regulatory at national 
4. Group discussions for better understanding of the concept of and at global levels.

entrepreneurship as well as the process of it, the problems 
! Increased resource specialization and nearly unpredictable faced by them, the merits and constrains etc. may be arranged.

resources needs.
5. Seminars and symposiums with the experts on the subjects may 

This has led to general lack of long-term control because of greater be arranged to gain contemporary inputs and practical facets of 
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the subject. the basis of their potential to be entrepreneurs, students may be 
selected for focused attention. Technical, financial and advisory 6. Visits to enterprises and to industrial exhibitions would give 
support may be provided. the feel of the shop floor to the students. They may be 

encouraged to participate in the exhibitions with their own 
business idea or be part of the organizing-team. 3. Bridging the gap between academia and the industrial sector.

7. Felicitating alumni's, who are entrepreneurs in their own right, Academicians can place themselves as producers and transmitters 
would motivate the students. These alumni members could be of economically useful knowledge. They will be more responsive 
included in the efforts of educating present students in to economic needs of the society. Their efforts will also help in 
entrepreneurship. curtailing the 'entrepreneurship drain'. More than brain drain 

8. Conducting research projects related to entrepreneurship, with entrepreneurship drain is a central point which could hurt long-term 
the help of students. This would help to add valuable data to the innovation and prevent the competitive development of local high 
domain knowledge of entrepreneurship and expose the tech companies and the creation of jobs for the young scientists. 
students to the various opportunities in the market. Sources confirm an increase in the migration flows during the 

1990s from Asia to the United States, Canada, Australia, and the 9. Interactions with consultants to the independent business-
United Kingdom. The best and the brightest routinely left for the people would expose the students to the major problems faced 
economic opportunities and higher standards of living in the west. by entrepreneurs, the scope, the support system, the grooming 

process etc. 

10. Entrepreneurs'-day may be celebrated on the campus to give Therefore it is equally important to utilize the highly talented, 
the dignity and acceptance to the concept that it deserves. trained & educated and motivated workforce. It is not enough to 
Competitions may be arranged to generate interest, like essay have a number of start-ups. Their KSAs should be re-oriented to 
writing, posters creation, documentary film production.  World help them come up with globally competitive products, and not just 

thentrepreneurs' Pune chapter celebrates the day on 29  July 'import substitutes'.
every year, as the day happens to be the birth date of Mr. The practice of encouraging entrepreneurship in response, exposes 
J.R.D.Tata, a great entrepreneur of his time.  the economy developers' strategy, that of increasing the role of 

11. A 'wall magazine' may be initiated and impressive news items 'homegrown businesses' in the economy. AE has to be 
in the subject may be put up there. Catchy title like 'Believe it or multidimensional covering every discipline. A number of 
not' may be given to the wall magazine. Innovative business suggestions are, 
ideas could be invited and displayed there. An award may be 1. Regular and up-to-date research results and methods are 
initiated for 'Idea of the month/week' communicated to students.

12. Pre-budget and post-budget lectures sessions may be arranged 2. Reward system should equally recognize the efforts in research 
to make the students aware of new attractive opportunities. and theory sessions. The rewards could be monitory or non-

13. 'Virtual Stock Market' game may be played to improve the monitory.      
students' understanding of different industries and the scope 3. Curricula could be adjusted frequently to adjust to changing 
there for entrepreneurship. demands of the industries and the economy.

14. Special weightage to the project-work may be granted if it is a 4. Interaction of faculty with industry in an economically 
viable project, a project that can be effectively and efficiently beneficial way should be encouraged. Incentives may be 
implemented. offered for the same.

15. Weightage for the subject of entrepreneurship in the curricula 5. Research budgets may be relocated across disciplines. The 
to motivate management students from the first year of their emphasis/criteria could be 'commercial potential' of the 
course itself is also recommended. research project. The research orientation to 'close the gaps' 

16. In addition to the regular syllabus, short-term certificate between scientific discoveries and commercial application is 
courses may also be conducted for the interested students, with no more sufficient. The researchers need to act as catalysts, 
focused and concentrated inputs. especially in certain key high tech sectors of the economy.

6. Institute based teams could be set-up for designing new 
products, improving performance of the existing ones etc. This 2. Develop a support system to successfully launch entrepreneurs 
would enable the application of the innovations nearly at the and help them to progress.
same time making the whole process effective and efficient. 

Entrepreneurship Development: Along with generating awareness 
 7. Direct collaboration of researchers and experts from industries for the scope of the subject the faculty can play an active role in 

would be another way of ensuring fruitful AE. Both can define honing the skills and competencies required for it. They can be the 
their respective roles for better results.friend, philosopher and guide to the aspiring and budding 

entrepreneurs. 'Entrepreneurship Development Cell' could be 8. Entrepreneurs' Parks on the basis of IT parks could be created to 
established in the institute and run with the help of and in provide the support necessary for infant enterprises at the 'take 
collaboration with the students. They could have 'an incubator off' stage. Academicians could be consultants and monitoring 
center' to nurture the ventures started by their students, till it can be agencies in the efforts. This would also provide a 'laboratory 
launched independently. The center can also work along with the set-up' for the academic institutions to groom their students in 
students to convert innovative ideas into marketable proposals. On entrepreneurship, to replicate the performances like Azim 
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Premji, Narayan Murthy and likes. becoming a mass movement. It is a self-perpetuating phenomenon. 
If a society has it, it is likely to get more. The nation develops more Conclusion: The environment, including the government 
through entrepreneurs than any other interventions. The path to intervention, needs to be re-oriented to support entrepreneurship 
sustained excellence is one that requires willingness to change, development efforts, so that the nation can run and not just struggle 
learn and excel. As the entrepreneurs explore new horizons, the for economic growth. For developing entrepreneurship among the 
fundamental focus must be  to seek the best in every domain and put MBAs special policies and schemes could to be developed. If the 
it to the service of the customer. The AE has to build the political set up and the business class supported by 
commitment in the MBAs.  entrepreneurship development agencies continues to walk their 

talk, we can achieve this dream and vision. Entrepreneurship is fast 
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Prelude…India a breeding ground for entrepreneurial opportunities These figures, beyond doubt, rightly simulate the Indian economy 
Contemporary knowledge based economy of India is a lush ground as the new Asian tiger waiting to be unleashed. The world's eyes are, 
for breeding entrepreneurs and entrepreneurial spirit. What makes it hence, on India and the unlimited business opportunities that it 
so, is the subsistence of an extraordinary talent pool in terms of the offers, as economic reforms unshackle the chains on creativity and 
human capital, coupled with a virtually limitless potential in terms of innovation.
the economic opportunities, both domestically and globally. Consider Added to this is the talent pool, what is rightly addressed as the 
the following figure, human capital. Consider the following indicators,

Table II: Human Capital in India

Population 1.073 billion
Unemployment rate 9.1%

Average literacy rate 65.4%

Life expectancy for males 63.9 years

Life expectancy for women 66.9 years

Education and Learning Centers Over 380 Universities (11,200 colleges)Firmly establishing itself amongst the fastest growing economies in 
1500 research institutesthe world in 2003-04, India exhibits broad based economic 
Over 200,000 engineering graduatesopportunities spread across all sectors as well as an economic 

environment that is conducive to growth of such opportunities. Over 300,000 post graduates from non-
engineering collegesHere's a report card of economic performance as on Dec.2005, a 
About 2,10,000 other graduatesproof of strong fundamentals and the consequent latent prospects 
Around 9,000 PhDsfor business minds…

ndRanks 2  in terms of availability of Table I : Economic Opportunities
scientists and engineers

thGDP at factor cost (2005-06) Q2 Ranks 9  in terms of quality of 
calculated at constant prices US$ 82.86 billion management schools
Per capita GDP US$ 543

(Source: Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion, GDP growth rate in 2005-06 Q2 (July-Sep) 8%

Government of India; ·Ministry of Finance, Government of IndiaGDP growth rate in 2004-05 (estimated) 6.9%

GDP growth rate in 2005-06 (projected) 7 - 8%

Composition of GDP Services 56%, Agriculture A recent Mckinsey & Company-Nasscom report estimates that in 
22% and Industry 22% the next 10 years, 110-130 million Indian citizens will be searching 

Inflation as on December 16, 2005 4.55% for jobs, including 80-100 million looking for their first jobs. This 
Foreign Exchange Reserves 

does not include disguised unemployment of over 50% among the 
(December 3, 2005) US$ 143.098 billion

230 million employed in rural India. Since traditional large FDI 
(April - August 2004) US$ 2,186 Million employers- including the government and the old economy players-
(April - August 2005) US$ 2,573 Million

may find it difficult to sustain this level of employment in the future, 
FII investment (net inflows)

and given robust economic condition of the country, it is as of December 2005 US$ 9.05 billion
December 2004 US$ 8.4 billion entrepreneurs who will create these new jobs and opportunities.
Consumer Market Large and expanding 

Creating Entrepreneurs…A challenge for Educatorsconsumer market of over 300 
million people with increasing There are four basic requirements for creating entrepreneurs,
purchasing power

Sovereign credit ratings 1. People with entrepreneurial spirit
Moodys Baa3 2. Big and bold ideas 
Standard and Poor BB+
Fitch IBCA BB+ 3. Constructive capital

4. Conducive economic environment
(Source: Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion, 

While the current economic environment aptly motivates the Government of India; Ministry of Finance, Government of India)
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augmentation of entrepreneurial ventures and also relative ease of 
availability of capital for all such efforts, as suggested by Table II, 
and I, it is on the first two counts that we educators can play a vital 
role. India being a center for learning since time immemorial just 
validates this point. Consider the following figure,

Any development needs priorities. Building entrepreneurial spirit 
and creating entrepreneurs through management education, as 
shown in the above figure should take the following into 
consideration..

nil. With due respect to our students, we really love them all, 
perhaps, before the exam they wouldn't remember whether we 
taught the topic at all. 

The underlying reason is that no matter how good we are as teachers 
or whatever authority we may have on the subject or whatever is the 
level of preparedness that we have for the particular lecture session 
the real impact on the learner and his learning will be nil unless 
his/her brain has done the necessary work. The process of learning, 
that is taking in information, looking for connections, interpreting 
and making sense of it, the entire bit may not happen at all whatever · The emphasis of traditional curricula oriented towards 
be the external pressures exercised. Which is why even the most 
lucid and brilliant exposition of a subject by a teacher in a lecture, 
may result in limited learning if the students' brains do not do the 
necessary work to process it. Hence the standard dictum, you can 
take the horse to the river but cannot force him to drink water. May 
be it is time to make that one extra bit of an effort to see that he does.

What just adds to the challenge is that contemporary society is more 
active, more participating and more demanding. There are, 
nowadays, bigger demands for human development and quality of 
life, bigger aspirations from students in all walks of education, 
greater need for professional performance in cultural diversities. 
Which is why instead of developing their work doing it better, to 
end up being more experts and able our students will have to be 
achievers. They should be able to look for and to command 
resources, to determine strategies and to break limitations for 
implementing them. Instead of concentrating on the consistent use 
of management systems, company policies and rules, and to focus 
on high standards, they have to become operative: not just operators assimilation of knowledge in entrepreneurial technology
with a group of values and proficiencies, principles and models, but 

· Development of abilities, skills and required competencies operators in spite of everything, motivated by will and ability to 
instrumental for implementation of such knowledge into achieve.
establishing, running, and sustaining enterprises. 

Given all of this, we propose through our paper Experiential 
Almost all institutions of management education, recognizing the Learning concepts and methodologies for entrepreneurship 
role of entrepreneurs in engineering economic growth and development.
entrepreneurship as a viable career option, have incorporated 

Experiential Learning…. a technique of Entrepreneurship dedicated curricula for Entrepreneurship Development. But the 
Developmenteffectiveness of the syllabi lies in the conversion rates of aspiring 

managers into entrepreneurs, finally. This is possible only if a Confucius around 450 BC said, “Tell me, and I will forget. Show 
professional entrepreneurial development program is structured me, and I may remember. Involve me, and I will understand”. This 
around building attitudes and values as a foundation to face the dictum was further pursued and developed by David Kolb in his 
numerous challenges demanded and required by derived situations book 'Experiential Learning: Experience as the source of learning 
in a business environment, characterized as complex and uncertain. and development', first published in 1984. Work by several people 

on the subject is highly recognized, notably John Dewey, Kurt We have often joked with our students that whatever we teach them 
Lewin, Jean Piaget, William James, Carl Jung, Paulo Freire, Carl in a particular lecture, if it has been one of our best sessions and on a 
Rogers and others.  They have tried to develop holistic models of presumption of 100% attentiveness, there are 80% chances that 
the Experiential Learning process giving experience a central role they will respond to queries based on the session positively and 
in human learning and development.correctly. 'Positively' because in majority of the students queries or 

tests from the teacher often generates fear as a first reaction and Following propositions can be drawn from experiential learning for 
such a fear is more from the question itself rather than what is being entrepreneurship development…
asked in the question. 'Correctly' depending on the level of retention 

>Learning should be best conceived in terms of a process and 
and understanding. If the same set of queries is asked after a week 

not in terms of outcomes.
then on the presumption that the student is unaware of being subject 

>All learning is actually relearning. Hence, a process that draws to such an exercise, the chances of success drastically reduce by 
out the students' beliefs and ideas about a topic so that they can half. Most certainly in 15 days of time this possibility is reduced to 
be examined, tested, and integrated with new, more refined 
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>There is a lot of personal involvement and the learner evaluates ideas best facilitates learning. 
it. People participate completely in the learning process and the >Learning requires the resolution of conflicts between 
lessons learnt last longer. dialectically opposed modes of adaptation to the world. 

>The demand for professional courses and non-traditional Conflict, differences, and disagreement are what drive the 
delivery modes, is increasing, learning process.

>> There is a revolutionary growth of the knowledge economy Learning should be viewed as a holistic process of adaptation 
making the impossible a possibility.to the world  thinking, feeling, perceiving and behaving.

>> Movement towards lifelong learning is evident.Learning results from synergetic transactions between the 
person and the environment - assimilating new experiences >Changing workplace requires people to interface with each 
into existing concepts and accommodating existing concepts other, understand their roles in team-settings, and develop 
to new experiences. skills as team players. 

>Learning is the process of creating knowledge. >There is greater competition among ever-increasing education 
service providers for student recruitment and retention; hence, We are sure that everybody will subscribe to these propositions. 
the need to optimize the chances of existing students for ease of However, what will invite adaptations and modifications is the 
entry into professions.instructional process that is delivered based on these propositions. 

This is more complicated for students especially at the graduate and >Experiential Learning allows and encourages participants to 
post-graduate levels and while it is complicated it is absolutely vital take risks and try new things, as the cost of failure is low; when 
that they are exposed to experiential forms of learning. individuals are challenged beyond their comfort zones, they 
Complicated because a typical student in this category will… often display leadership characteristics making this a means of 

identifying potential leaders. >Be Autonomous in thought and action  Not only do they need to 
be free to direct themselves but also they thrive on being able to >Most significantly, this form of learning is great fun! Fun is 
lead. Our experience says they, hence, end up performing also one of the best ways to encourage learning, retention of 
better. learning and development. 

>Possess knowledge through past experiences  The already >In general, learning should be made more relevant.
accumulated knowledge pool through work-related, social, Entrepreneurial education can draw heavily upon Experiential 
and other experiences should be used as a foundation. Efforts Learning. Following figure describes how learning by experiencing 
that are made to direct current learning to connect with this can be enabled for students,
knowledge pool ensure that all subsequent learning is easier 

The biggest responsibility of an instructor is to enable positive and more lasting.
learning to the learner and that too sustainably. This is possible only 

>Be achievement-oriented  A clarification of quantitative and when lessons look appetizing, that is, packed with knowledge and 
qualitative results that actions will cause is necessary. After all fun. Good learning programmes must have a component where 
achievements are biggest motivators. participants discover the insights themselves. 

>Be more realistic and practical  They, perhaps, may not view 
acquiring knowledge as value addition in itself unless they 
perceive visible and measurable benefits of specific learning in 
their lives. This attitude may also reflect in their focusing on 
certain aspects of lessons while filtering the rest.

>Need to be respected  Learning is a life-long process and hence 
it needs to be duly regarded at any stage of the life cycle.

>It is absolutely vital that Experiential Learning is adopted in 
entrepreneurial teaching-learning methodologies, because

>People are usually more receptive to this kind of training as it is 
“out of the ordinary.” 

As India stands at a fascinating juncture, it is incessantly growing, 
offering a wide variety of opportunities spawning all sectors, from 
telecom to retail, from software to restaurants, from airlines to 
coffee shops. Incomes are on the rise, so are desires and needs with 
it. Technology is triggering as well as supporting this economic 
revolution. The time for entrepreneurial awakening couldn't be 
better. Let us as academicians and facilitators contribute our own 
bit. And while we do that let us remember that experience is and will 
be the best teacher.
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 “I believe in myself , in the power i have to control my own life entertainment.
each day. Think yourself as an I.T. Professional working for a big or medium 
I believe in the strength that i have deep inside , and that my faith I.T. Firm, then imagine yourself as the owner of a small I.T. Firm,  
will help show me the way. think of yourself as a manager of a hotel or restaurant and on the 

other hand the owner of a medium sized food joint. When you can I believe in tomorrow and what it will bring, letting a hopeful heart 
manage a hotel or restaurant, tell me can you not run a small food cary me through.
joint? If you supply the software requirements of your company 

I trust and i believe, that there is nothing that i cannot do.” which in turn serves to its many customers, tell me can you not 
supply at least to a few customers yourself?I love and appreciate myself , and this is the very fact that makes me 

so sensitive to the world around me. And no doubt i am my biggest Someone might ask but where do i get customers from, dear me 
strength. why did you do MBA then, all that you require is your MBA skills, 

some networking, and sheer determination. “Right things, at the right time, with the right people, for the right 
purpose, is my motto to success.” When one is thirsty he better go to the well , cause the well ain't be 

coming to you to quench your thirst. Get up from your cozy chairs. Above all I have dreams, I dream them with my eyes wide open, and 
attend seminars, read books, plow through magazines. I am in the process of turning my dreams into realities.”

 Someone rightly said: “It's better to rule in hell, than serve in To my belief there is no better thing for a MBA qualified individual, 
heaven.”  A salaried employee is after all a salaried employee, and than to be an  “entrepreneur”   
an entrepreneur an entrepreneur. An entrepreneur [self-employed 

The question arises how? Why? When? What?
person] is not only more independent, but also happier why????  

I'l take you through a journey, of a few thousand words, and through Simply because, he is satisfied about the fact that he is  now doing 
this journey you will be utterly convinced, and thoroughly done, as what he always wanted to do, he has converted his dreams into 
to why i want to be an entrepreneur, not only that, you will further sheer reality. 
be realised to the potentials of an “entrepreneur” ont only in society, 

He is his own CEO or manager or employee, above all he now has 
for the nation and for the economic upliftment, but also a step 

the ability and reach to not only be self- employed, but to also 
towards self-actualization, and self-nurturing.

generate employment for others. What more does one want. 
The “human-brains” they are worth worshiping. The are the only 

Someone might still not be convinced with what I'm saying, so let's 
one thing that set us different, different from the rest of the existing 

see what research has to say, i have below data from some research 
living beings on planet earth, be it a mammoth whale or a wild 

papers:
horse, a creeping worm or a web designing spider.

Self-employment is different from wage-employment regarding 
With this i must share, one of my favourite poems written by an 

time use in at least two respects.
English physiologist, charles sherrington, he describes the human 

1 Self-employed individuals tend to spend more time in the brains in his poetic words.      
market than wage-employed individuals. 

“The human brain is an enchanted loom whose millions of flashing 
Time is one of the key inputs into self-employment and this is shuttles weave a dissolving pattern, always a meaningful pattern, 
the case in  particular for new ventures.  though never an abiding one, a shifting harmony of sub-patterns, it 

is as if the milkey way entered upon some cosmic dance. Longer working hours among the self-employed maybe 
explained by greater job satisfaction and work demands.I'm sure one must be wondering by now, what's the co-relation 

between the human brains and entrepreneurship? 2 Self-employed individuals tend to have greater flexibility of 
working hours than wage-employed individuals.   Then dear friends let me draw up the curtains, “being an 

entrepreneur is exploring the full potentials of your brains. Yes What can be inferred from this research, is the fact that self-
exploring the true potentials of our 1450cc of gray matter.”    employed individuals put in more, and thus their productivity is 

higher, so also their job-satisfaction is higher.  Still don't believe me, then compare any salaries employee v/s an 
entrepreneur, in the same area of work segment………… from  Productivity also depends on experience and experience related 
information technology to food services, from garment industry to activities, start-up capital, networking, outsourcing, firm size and 
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type of business start-up.  According to global enterpreneur monitoring data 2002-2004:      

Life is not just about being born and dying, not just about going to “Entrepreneurship has become the engine of economic and social 
school and attending college so that on day some company of firm development throughout the world.”       
must employ you.    Let me state the example of europe, “it is deeply embedded in the 
Life is about much much more. Its not just getting married and current European policy approach that the creativity and 
earning a livelihood, not just about fulfilling your needs and wants independence of entrepreneurs contribute to higher levels of 
and your families daily necessities.     economic activity. 

Life is about much much more, and whoever realizes this will According to European commission 2003 “the challenge for the 
surely realise what it is, what it really is in being self-employed, European union is to identify the key factors for building a climate 
independent, in being an entrepreneur.   in which the entrepreneurial initiative and business activities can 

thrive. Policy measures should seek to boost the unions levels of It is a different feeling when you choose to be different, when you 
entrepreneurs and for getting more firms to grow.”want to stand above the crowd, when you seek to choose your own 

identity, so what in your own small way. But why am i quoting Europe's example? Ofcourse there is a 
reason, Europe certainly want's to lead the world, ant  it's policy Like someone rightly said what's big deal if you are a scientist, a 
clearly reflect's that.scientist like any other one, but even if you are a small grass-cutter, 

a unique one, then that's a big thing indeed. Europe  knows that entrepreneurs are the nations economy's 
biggest strength.    There is something special about being an entrepreneur.  Just the 

desire to make a lot of money, having heard that many And we Indians must see if we can learn from them.
entrepreneurs have is not a basis for starting your own business.   What is our India doing? Wake up India! Wake up Indians! If there 
There's lot more to being successful than that------- and I fully is something that can make India's economy rise, if there is 
realise that,   long hours of work, persistence, commitment…… someone who can bring Indians to the nations fore-fronts of this 
and most importantly enjoying what you are doing, that's the globalized world…………..
special thing about entrepreneurs, “they enjoy what they are doing”

Then it's simply the  “budding entrepreneurs” of the Indian nation.
An enterpreneur's enterprise is like his “baby”, something he 

It is now recognized that the governments spend a considerable nurtured with his own two hands, what a mother feels for the child. 
sum of the taxpayer's money in seeking to enable small and medium 

The enterprise might be a success or a failure, however no one can sized entrepreneurs [smes] to come into existence and grow.      
deny the fact, the credit of having brought it up. 

     smes are major sources of job creation , innovation and 
Failures and success are but a part of life, but the courage to stand up competitiveness in a modern economy and tat it is the government's 
and do something on your own, to bring to society your novelties, to task to promote these characteristics in order to enhance the welfare 
face up bravely, to do something that not many people dare to do. of its citzens.
The undoubted uniqueness in not what you do, rather how you do it, A typology of piblic policy towards small business.  
plying the true potentials of one's capabilities, struggling fiercely to 
rise, it is about 

“Survival of the fittest”, the toughest game of life, yet the most 
predominating game of life, yet the most promising game of life.”

“Enterpreneurs choose to play life, before life chooses to play upon 
us” 

Like a wise saying “Do something you love to do and you will never 
have to work all your life.”  this is the magic mantra with many 

Thus from the above table it is clear how a country's development is entrepreneurs.
in direct relation with it's policies towards small business. 

Not only this entrepreneurs are big people, big in the mind,……….. 
India is supportive towards its budding entrepreneurs only to a Big in the heart……… not proud but pride is what takes the stride 
limited sense and it is urgently required that the Indian government, with an entrepreneurs.
amend policies for encouraging and supportive towards its budding 

Small minds discuss people
entrepreneurs.

            average minds discss events
We have the potentials, actions must be performed.                    big minds discuss ideas…………

India has rich diversity and varies cultures this brings several That's exactly what entrepreneurs do generate ideas, discuss ideas, 
thousand areas for an entrepreneur to choose from. Climate and convince ideas, and convert ideas into realities!!!!!!!!
topographies are highly favourable for uncountable avenues.   

They are the real freedom fighters of any country. 
Labour and land extremely inexpensive compared to several other 

Low direct  
assistance

High direct 
assistance

Limiting
[Developing Countries]

Compensating
[EU]

High-impediments 

Competing
[USA]

 Nurturing
[US minority]
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nations. Several areas for easy entrepreneur access such as women development and upliftment, women have to pay lesser 
horticulture, mushrooms, dairy, wine, garments, gems and taxes and other several liberties.
diamonds,  food processing,  animal husbandry, outsourcing, And with this I would like to bring forth some relevant data. 
natural and ayurvdic products, agricultural products etc extra. following  data is from research papers:
Many smaller countries like Shrilanka, Malasyia, Korea, Indonesia Female and male entrepreneurship at the country level      
are competing with India, especially on export import, that is 

Increasingly, female entrepreneurs are considered important for international business. Indian entrepreneurs must grab this 
economic development. Not only do they contribute to opportunity and set small export enterprises.
employment creation and economic growth through their 

Currently the Indian Government is encouraging export increasing numbers, they also make a contribution to the diversity 
substantially. 1991 onwards, after Manmohan Singh became the of entrepreneurs in the economic process (verhaul n thurik 2001)
finance minister, Indian entrepreneurs saw the gates of 

Female and male entrepreneurs differ with respect to their personal international business open wide.
and business profile, they start and run business in different sectors, 

When it comes to outsourcing India becomes important for foreign develop different products, persue different goals and structure 
investors, this too is an open area for entrepreneur. However we their business in a different fashion. (fischer et. Al.1993, brush 
must do something fast because there is too much competition and 1992, carter et. Al. 1997, Chaganti and Parasuraman 1996, Verhual 
threat around, especially from china and like countries. Budding 2003) The factors considered are those such as technological, 
entrepreneurs can play a crucial role here. Let me reveal some data economic, demographic, institutional and cultural. The reason for 
here , which compares the conversion rates of entrepreneurs across presenting this data is because as an indian women, i feel it 
a few countries. necessary to make this point that indian women can be great 
Average conversion rates of young business/ nascent entrepreneur entrepreneur.
2000-2004 Several Indian women have stepped out of the four walls of their 

Taiwan 2.41 Uganda 1.18 homes to do business, for  instance Kiran Majumdar of BIOCON, 
and several women work even while sitting inside their homes like Israel 2.05 Brazil 1.03
home lunch and tiffin service. There are several areas where 

China 1.43 Netherlands .98 business could be generated with very low capital income, like 
horticulture in green houses, food processing, dairy processing like Korea 1.23 India .90
yoghurt, flavoured milk etc. 

Sweden 1.20 UK 0.89
While I'm typing this essay a weird but interesting thing pops into 

Denmark 0.80
my mind, “Indian women and dowry”. Again what's the relation, 
wait a minute it's just too simple. Most Indian families collect 
enough money aside for the purpose of dowry, today girls are Thus it is clear that more prosperous countries have a higher rate 
educated and independent however still several girls still face of people converting into or becoming entrepreneur.
problems with in-laws demanding dowry.

Our country's conversion rate is below many countries, and 
 If this money could be given to the girl as capital investment before budding entrepreneurs must take up. They must do the noble deed 
she get's married rather than being given to the in-laws after the for the country, more and more young Indians must become self 
girls marriage then…… employed. This is one more reason why I choose to be an 

entrepreneur , set an example for others to follow and also be a This would serve two purposes one the girl can start her own 
source of motivation for my fellow colleagues to be self-employed business ans second once on her own feet several good men will be 
entrepreneurs as compared to routine wage-employment. seeking her for marriage.  Every year several girls and boys pass 

out of MBA colleges. Any MBA course whichever college it may The Indian Government too is slowing adopting measures for 
be equips its students on grounds of being entrepreneurs, its up to encouraging entrepreneurs, for example the Maharashtra 
the students what they are inclined towards.  All subjects taught in Government had declared horticulture zone, Subsidiary for vermi 
MBA colleges are directly helpful in setting up enterprises.      composting etc.

 I have a background in science and always wanted to  be an One more current benefit for entrepreneurs is the fact that interest 
entrepreneur in the area of food processing and dairy industry rates on loans have reduced significantly compared to earlier times, 
products like cheese, yoghurt manufacturing. As Indians we have a the loans are also available in less cumbersome fashion than earlier.
tendency of developing a desire for imported food products like 

This becomes an added benefit.
imported confectionary, processed foods that taste good and look 

One of the most important reasons why i think i must be an fancy, cheese, yoghurt , jellies and more.
entrepreneur, is the fact that i'm a girl. Yes certainly, surely, no 

We export all these fancy foods from other countries. They are 
doubt, that is an added advantage.       

retailed in supermarkets and food malls, the retail prices are very 
       The Government of India has set across several policies for high.  I have been constantly observing indian consumers over the 
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years, they are ready to pay the high prices. What I discovered is side and the real action is on the way.
that it is not only because the products are imported that they appeal If I succeed nothing like it and if I fail there's still nothing like it.     
to the consumers. The real reason for their success in the Indian 

      Before  my eyes I see a dream. An educated India, an markets is the fact that there is no strong substitute present.
empowered India, an economically rich India, an India that stands 

The quality of these imported products is very good and they are on the forefronts of the globalized world. An India whose youth are 
equally attractive to the eyes of consumer segments for those self-employed and independent, an India which is lead by 
products. entrepreneurs
Thus if an Indian, with similar interests as mine takes the initiative       and dreams are the first step before success, the first step of any 
of bringing a strong substitute in the market he/she is bound to get ladder.
overwhelming response.

      “ when you aim for the  moon, be sure you will at least land up 
Don't believe me try it out yourself, or else I'm on my way and you with the stars” don't fear to set smart goals. If your goals are smart 
can see it happen yourself. you are but bound to succeed.
So friends , it's time for me to end, that was all the talking from my 
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Sir, since you come from a non- business family, what thing Do you possess any significant threat from the upcoming BPO 
inspired you to start up your own business? sector?

Information technology always excited me. Since no big  No, not as yet. Since our firm is comparatively small but may be 
investments was required with Rs 1000/- and my parents blessings I after 4 to 5 years. On the other hand, MNC's have high overheads & 
entered the market at the age of 23. Those were the initial days of attrition rates, which we don't have to bear.
Internet boom. Like many others, I took the plunge. And dimakh 
consultants were born in 1998. The areas of focus are web 

Are you satisfied with your firm's performance up till now? designing. Network solution, software development and IT 
What are your plans for future?consultancy.

I am pretty satisfied, the way we all (the team) have performed. The 
relative growth is positive but not as per our expectation.

How your knowledge helped in the development of your 
Aiming to build a good brand image as Web Consultants in the area business?
of multiple service providers. But not interested in expanding the 

Strong foundation at student level & advantage of technical know- business through mergers & acquisitions.
how plus knowledge of finance helped me to face both management 
as well as technical problem in the daily course of business.

What kind of work culture you have in your firm?

We have a very open & friendly culture. There is no hesitation Tell us something about your company profile?
among our team members to put forth their views or discuss their 

Our firm provides services like software development, web problems. I can easily reciprocate to their level of knowledge. Our 
designing, network solution and IT consultancy. It is pioneer in firm also provides financial help to our employees to learn new 
providing state of art technology solutions to clients. Our firm courses for enhancement of their knowledge.
survived the “dot com bubble burst” and positioned in the market 
for the last eight years as a strong IT service provider. Moreover it 
as acquired more than 400% growth within first 3 years of “It is generally observed that entrepreneurs are not able to 
operation, with the current turnover more than 8 millions rupees. maintain a balance between business and family ”. So how do 

you manage?

Fortunately I never faced such a problem because my wife is the Could you please elaborate on your successful Afghanistan 
second director of our firm who always provides a strong support experience?
and have a good level of understanding.

 We have to develop the billing software, for the Kabul telephone 
exchange. We interacted with the ministers for successful 
completion, studied the entire system and implemented the billing With such a busy schedule how do you manage to update your 
software in three languages English, Dari and Parsi. We also knowledge?
provided on the spot training to Afghani technical staff. People 

Well, I make it point to take time for myself to learn something new. 
there are very calm, helpful and they accept challenges bravely. 

Also I give corporate lectures in different organizations (wipro, 
infosys) & B Schools (Symbiosis, Tasmac), which keep me on the 

Mr. Dimakh Sahasrabuddhe
Dimakh Consultants Pvt. Ltd.

Born on 1st September 1974 in a simple salaried class Hindu Brahmin family. As he grew his parents wondered their son seems to have this 
infinite quest for the unknown and is a risk taker.

Dimakh sahasrabuddhe B.E (electronics), founded Dimakh consultancy & Co founded Aryan imaging & business consultants. He was 
instrumental in designing the billing software for ministry of communication Afghanistan. He has set up 5 ISP in India and also manages 
over 1500 websites with 16 servers in India & USA. He is a visiting faculty for Symbiosis, Tasmac, Lamcon & Pune University & has been 
awarded “budding entrepreneur” from Rotary International. Prof. Mrs. Deodhar, Faculty CMRD with Ms. Jyoti and Ms. Devina - 
Students MBA, in conversation with   Mr. Sahasrabuddhe.

Real people in the virtual world

Real people in the virtual world
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edge. · NIC Connectivity- network helps cancer patients.

What are your significant achievements?  What are your hobbies?

· Winner of Budding Entrepreneur's Award by Rotary International I Love traveling, besides it I love playing cricket and table tennis. 
2004-2005. Above all I can not part away from acting, its my second love.

· Setup ISP's at Ratnagiri, Ahmednagar, Ahmedabad, Patna and 
Satara.  What is your advice to we the management students?
· Connected 40 villages to central Pravara Medical trust using leas It is very important for students to decide their goals and work 
lines and high-speed modems. This helps farmers to get really hard to achieve them but in right place and at right time. The 
information with out coming to medical trust. It also helps in video basic aptitude for any fresher is necessary.
conference with agriculture specialist to know the latest 

Experienced gained through initial work assignment helps budding development.
entrepreneur to understand the perspective of his employees. 

· Providing E-commerce solutions to companies in USA and Finally what matters is the ability to take and get through 
Europe. challenges, the strength of your vision and zeal and confidence in 
· Designing promotional websites for NGO's. your ideas.
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NATIONAL SYMPOSIUM OF 

DOCTORAL RESEARCH SCHOLARS 
IN MANAGEMENT AND ALLIED 

DISCIPLINES
th th24  & 25  June 2006

Dr. Vikhe Patil Foundation's
Centre for Management Research & Development, Pune 411016

THE SYMPOSIUM PHILOSOPHY: It is widely recognized that doctorally trained individuals are the most 
essential element in assuring the continued rigor of business education. The importance of doctoral degree in 
business management need not be overemphasized from the academic and practitioner's viewpoint as well. The 
necessity to encourage doctoral education in management is apparent. The doctoral scholars join the ranks of 
faculty at B Schools to educate new generations of students and engage in further research. 

The institutions and doctoral programs are similar in some ways, and different in others. We believe there is much 
to be gained through interactions among doctoral students and doctoral research guides as well. The topic is 
highly relevant because of the prevalent shortage of management graduates with business doctorates.

THE METHODOLOGY: The focus will be on presentations of the synopsis/frameworks, interaction through 
small group discussion of ideas, issues, and difficulties in undertaking doctoral studies in an area related to 
business management. Doctoral students at all stages of the PhD process & Doctoral Guides are welcome to 
participate. Focused technical sessions will be organized to ensure that students of different specializations 
(marketing, finance, systems, human resource, strategic management, etc.) at different stages of their doctoral 
study gain the most by their involvement in the symposium. Experienced, eminent doctoral guides will chair such 
technical sessions.

THE AIMS OF THE SYMPOSIUM ARE : 
1. To bring together scholars and practitioners with research interests in the areas of Management & Allied 

Disciplines and develop a significant community of research scholars in this area and to continuously 
broaden this network

2. To provide an opportunity for doctoral researchers to present and discuss their research with a panel of 
distinguished scholars and colleagues from other institutions in the field, in interactive sessions that are 
open to all conference delegates,

3. To encourage and support new researchers by helping them develop the research plans and work-in-
progress in a  supportive environment 

4. To provide facilitative sessions for doctoral awardees to present their work and recognize talent in this 
domain.  

5. To provide a unique platform for leading researchers to explore theoretical and empirical advances in 
research.

6. To sensitize the doctoral awardees to post-doctoral research opportunities.
APPLICANTS MUST BE: 

A. PhD guides having significant expertise in guiding doctoral candidates.

B. Registered for Ph.D. in areas related to business management, commerce and allied disciplines, 

UPCOMING EVENT
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or in the early stages of conducting research in such areas for the first time. 

C. Recently completed (post Jan 2002) a Ph.D in areas related to business management, commerce 
and allied disciplines.

D. Aspiring to register for Doctoral Programme soon.

E. Willing to present a short paper to the Symposium on research plans, work-in-progress, or 
results. 

Researchers who present their frameworks/ synopsis will also have the opportunity to publish their work in 
CJMR  CMRD Journal of Management Research.
 PRIZES: The top three presentations will be awarded cash prizes (INR) as follows:
 
    Rs. 5,000 First place
    Rs. 3,000 Second place
    Rs. 2,000 Third place
 
REGISTRATION FEES: (Inclusive of proceedings, lunch, dinner, etc.)

ØNon-Residential : Rs. 750/- per head.
ØResidential: Rs. 2000/- per head.
Ø10% discount on registration of 3 or more delegates.

SUBMISSION PROCEDURE:
Entries along with the requisite fees should be submitted in two hard copies and  electronic format (MS 

thWORD / PDF file) by email to cmrd@vsnl.com by 30   MAY, 2006. 

The following details should be provided:
1. Title of the research work
2. University where submitted / pursuing the research
3. Name of the Ph.D. Guide under whose supervision the work is being carried out/was completed.
4. Complete contact information of the doctoral scholar (name, institution, address, phone and fax 

numbers, and email address)
5. Doctoral Scholars & Ph.D. Guides should submit a biography indicating work experience, professional 

responsibilities and areas of research interests with their papers. A current resume or CV is acceptable. 
Biographies should be no less than 100 words and no more than 500 words. The biography should be 
submitted as a separate MS Word or similar file. 

6. Synopsis / Framework submissions of up to 6000 words must be clearly typed with double spacing 
throughout, with a Research Summary (of not more than 500 words) including details of research 
question, literature review and research design. (for Category B & C ONLY)

For further details please contact:
Prof. S P Kasande / Prof. Bharati Kumar / Prof. Abhay Inamdar 
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DOCTORAL RESEARCH SCHOLARS 
IN MANAGEMENT AND ALLIED DISCIPLINES

th th24  & 25  June 2006

Dr. Vikhe Patil Foundation's

Centre for Management Research & Development, Pune 411016

REGISTRATION FORM

Complete the items below and email/fax/post this document to 
“The Convener”
NATIONAL SYMPOSIUM OF DOCTORAL RESEARCH SCHOLARS 
IN MANAGEMENT AND ALLIED DISCIPLINES
Centre for Management Research & Development, Off Senapati Bapat Road,
Pune 411016  Tel: 020-25651104. 25651499 Fax: 020-25660551
Email: cmrd@vsnl.com 

1. Title of submission:___________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

2. Doctoral Scholar Details:
Name: __________________________________ Email address: _________________________________

Postal address: _________________________________________________________________________

Telephone numbers:  STD Code: ________ Tel No: _____________________ Fax: _______________

Affiliation : ( Institute / Organization): ___________________________________________________
3. Category: 

a) Ph.D. Guide   (please enclose detail resume and mail a copy to cmrd@vsnl.com )     

b) Completed Ph.D.

c) Registered for Ph.D.

d) Planning to register for Ph.D.
 

4. Research Summary of not more than 500 words: (for Category b & c ONLY)

(Include details of research question, literature review and proposed research design)

5. How many years of study have you completed towards your PhD? (if not completed yet) 

6. Whether accommodation is required? Yes    No

7. Registration Fees :  Amount: ___________ Mode of Payment : Cheque / DD 
 Cheque No: ___________ Bank: ______________ Branch: ______________ Date: __________
Cheque / DD should be drawn favouring “Director, CMRD” payable at Pune.

 Further inquiries concerning the Ph.D. Workshop should be addressed to: Prof. S P Kasande / Prof. 
Bharati Kumar / Prof. Abhay Inamdar  Tel: 020-25651104. 25651499  Fax: 020-25660551 Email: 
cmrd@vsnl.com / skasande@yahoo.com / bharatirkumar@yahoo.com 



STYLE GUIDE FOR PREPARING THE MANUSCRIPT

Use the APA style for referencing. For details visit  http://www.apastyle.org/

A SUMMARY OF SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS: 

! Good quality hard copy manuscript  ( 2 sets)

! E mail of the manuscript to cmrd@vsnl.com

! A brief professional biography of each author 

! An abstract and keywords 

! Figures, photos and graphics electronically and as good quality originals 

! Reference style designated in the guidelines section.
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Author/s should also certify that the paper/case has not been 

The following are details of style and other requirements for published or submitted for publication elsewhere. 
submission to CJMR:

7. Book reviews must contain the name of author, title/ subtitle of 
1. The articles should be in clear, coherent and concise english. the books reviewed, place of publication, publisher, date of 

publication, number of pages and the price. 2. There are no word or space limits other than that dictated by 
common sense (Reviewers will advise on whether the article 8. The contributions received will be acknowledged 
substance warrants the amount of words). immediately. All papers/cases submitted for publication will 

be reviewed on the 'double blind' system. 3. Manuscripts should be submitted in duplicate to:
 The Editor, CJMR, 9. Manuscripts not considered or not accepted for publication 
Centre for Management Research & Development, will not be sent back. Contributors whose contributions are 
Near Patrakarnagar, Off Senapati Bapat Road, accepted or rejected will be informed by e-mail. 
Pune 411016, Maharashtra  India

10. Correspondence will be sent to the first named author, unless 
4. Articles should be typed on A-4 paper and on one side only, otherwise indicated. 

with 1 ½ inch margins on all four sides. The text, abstract 
11. The first author of every article/case published in the journal notes, references and all other matter should be typed in 

will be given 3 copies of the relevant issue of CJMR free of double-space. Professionally drawn graphs and diagrams 
charge. must be provided wherever necessary along with the 

12. Whenever the copyright material is used, authors should be manuscript. 
accurate in reproduction and obtain permission from 5. Author/s should also send a copy of the contribution as a word 
copyright holders if necessary. processing document attached to an e-mail message, in MS 

13. Contributions that do not adhere to the guidelines will not be word, Times New Roman font 12-point size, by e-mail to: 
considered.cmrd@vsnl.net   No floppy disk will be acceptable. 
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personal email address and any acknowledgment of financial Viewpoint, Technical paper, Conceptual paper, Case study, 
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